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PREFACE

T WI s book is a result of the fourth annual symposium sponsored by the
Human Factors Society p-Le-Angete&-etmptw'to promote the exchange of
information among behavioral scientist concerned with man-machine systems.
This symposium, "Man-Machine Effectiveness Analysis: Techniques and
Data Requirements, " was conducted on 15 June 1967 at the University of
California at Los Angeles. Robert Blanchard was General Chairman; he was
assisted by Douglas Harris, Meredith Mitchell, Jack Parrish, Russell Smith,
Jc.hn Stroessier, Alan Swain and Wilson Wong.

The support and cooperation provided by the University of California
at Los Angeles and Autonetics, A Division of North American Aviation, are
gratefully acknowledged. UCLA provided the facilities for the symposium
and Autonetics prepared the final layout of this book.

R.E.B.

D.H.H.



1. THE CHALLENGE

The increased cost and complexity of modern man-machine systems
have directed attention toward methods for predicting and evaluating system
effectiveness. As a result, a new technology, generally referred to as system
effectiveness analysis, has developed. The essential emphasis of tihis tech-
nology is the identification and quantification of critical design factor,., and
the devel(h-),nt of models which relate these factors to system effectiveness.

Since human performance is critical to the effectiveness of most man-
machine systems, techniques for dealing with human factors are needed.
However, while notable progress has been made in handling the machine
aspects of systems, only limited attention has been directed toward the
development of techniques for quantifying human performance and relating
human factors to system effectiveness. The first major attempt to organize
and present the thinking of individuals engaged in research relevant to this
problem was a symposium/workshop held in New Mexico in 1964. It was
sponsored jointly by the Human Factors Subcommittee of the Electronics
Industries Association and the University of New Mexico. Selected papers
from the symposium were published in Hur-an Factors. In 1966, a session
of the American Psychological Association was devoted to the reliability
of human performance; three papers were presented. Then, in January
of this year, the Navy Material Command and the National Academy of
Engineering sponsored a symposium on the subject of human performance
quantification in system effectiveness in Washington D. C. Althotigh some
other technical meetings have dealt with related areas, symposia directed
toward the central problem of dealing with human performance in man-
machine effectiveness analysis have been limited to these three. In pian-
ning the meeting that resulted in this book, it was our feeling that those
symposia could be complemented by one which directed its attention to
recent developments in models, data and techniques.

Interest in the man aspects of system effectiveness analysis appears
to be growing; behavioral scientists are be'ng challenged to provide the
required models, data and techniques. There are some general man-
machine modeling techniques currentl3, arailable such as Technique for
E,,Aablishing Personnel Performance Standards, I Technique for Human
Error Rate Prediction2 and Operator Overload Prediction Technique. 3

Mitchell, NI. B., Smith, R. L., & Verdi, A. P. Development of a Tcch-
nique f,. Establishing Personnel P'erformancc S•a-•irds (TEPP S).Phase
III - Fiat !•,eport, Dunlap and Associates, Inc., Santa Monica, July 1966.

2-Swain. A. D). A Methcxd for Performing a flunian Iactors Reliability
Analvsis. .1ndia Corpornation M1onograph SCR-685, Albuquerque, N. NI.
Aukrust !I963

Sitgel, :. I., & Wolf, ,. ,J. A Technique for Evaluating Man-Machine
S-ste, Dle~sign. |tiHman Factors, 1961, , 18-28.
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Other researchers have been pursuing the problem from a system-specific
point of view; their findings may eventually contribute to more general
approaches. Even so, we appear to be at an elementary stage of develop-
ment. In his concise, critical review of presently available approaches to
the quantification and prediction of man-machine operability, Freitag4 , 5

concluded that " .... a practical procedure having the required validity
and reliability for establishing contractual or -.ability minima appears
to be some years away."

Equally important is the consideration of the types of data required.
All models developed to date require some form of data on the human
activities required by modern, complex systems. Most available data are
point estimates gleaned from the experimental literature. The Data Store
prepared by the American Institutes for Research 6 contains data that is
limited in behavioral description and is questionable in validity due to the
necessity of extrapolating from laboratory studies to field situations. Some
work is underway to develop human performance data banks within com-
panies or military activities to meet specific needs; however, these data
are not as yet generally available. Some interim procedures 7, 8, 9 using
scaling techniques have been employed to obtain estimates of human per-
formance values. Since it is apt to be some time before a generally
applicable, available store of human performance data exists, it is apparent
that some interim reliance will be placed on these techniques if human
factors are to receive consideration in system effectiveness studies.

4 Freitag, M. Quantification of Equipment Operability: I. Review of the
Recent Literature and Recommendations" for Future Work. U.S. Navy
Electronics Laboratory Memorandum 940, June 1966.

Freitag, M. Review of Quantitative Operability Prediction Techniques:
Phase I Final Report. Jakus Associates, San Diego, California,
February, 1967.

tiMunger, S J., Smith, R. W., & Payne, D. Ar. Index of Electronic
Equipment Operability: Data Store. Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania: American
Itstitutes for Research Report No. AIR-C.13-1/62l1P(I), January !962.

\Williams. It. L. Reliability Evaluation of the Human Component in a
Man-Machine System. Electrical anufacturing, 1958, 61, T-52

Irtwin. 1. A., Levitz, . J.. and Freed, A. M. Ilunian Reliabilit'. in the
lPerfornance (if Maintenait'e. Proceedings of the Symnasiun. -.n the
q uantification of Iluman iPer-fomanee. Albuquerque. New Mexico.
I niversity of Nte% M%1xicv, 19(5-I, "T'-i9-J.

"lllanchard. R(. EF.. Mitchell. %I. B.. & Smith. It. Li. L.ikelih(oHx-oh-
:.A-ciiplishnient .cale for a Sample (if Man-Machine Activities. Dunlap
and A.. ,ziiciatc--. Inc;T. --q t- W. •-Ilv . .lnc ;.1-



In our opinion, the.,re is an urgent need to advance the state-of-the-art
in man-machine effectiveness analysis. The challenge to tIc behavioral
science community is one of joining and contributing to the multi-disciplin-
ary effort directed toward the developrient of more practical and sophisti-
cated analysis approaches. To this end, the recent thinking of 10 behavioral
scientists who have been concerned for some time with man-machine
effectiveness analysis is presented in this collection of seven papers. Since
these 10 scientists were located in seven different organizations and had
been employed on a variety of different projects, it should come as no
surprise that their points of departure differ. With respect to objectives,
however, we find them in agreement, and this is what ties the seven papers
together.

Consistent with the basic elements of man-machine effectiveness
analysis, the papers are organized into the following three sections - Models,
Data and Techniques. In the first section (Models), the problem of allocat-
ing system effectiveness requirements among the functional units or states
of a system is discussed by Mitchell and Blanchard. Also, in this section,
models for dealing with human performance in man-machine effectiveness
analysis are discussed in separate papers by Williams and by Mason and
Bigney. The second s.,tior. (Data) consists of papers by Rigby and Meister
which discuss obtaining and using data in the quantification and prediction
of human performance. In the third section (Techniques), an application
of man-machine simulation i3 presented by Spencer, and a technique for
man-machine evaluaticn is described by Sheldon and Zagorski.

Hopefully, this collection of papers will be useful to those who are
confronted with the problem of man-machine effectivene,•s analysis and
those who are working toward the development of better models, data and
techniques for handling the problem.

I

I

I
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2. THE ALLOCATION OF SYSTEM EFFECTIVENESS REQUIREMENTS
FOR MAN-MACHINE EFFECTIVENESS ANALYSIS

Meredith B. Mitchell and Robert E. Blanchard
Dunlap and Associates, Inc.

Allocation of system effectiveness requirements, in its broadest
sense, is something we all do all the time. Each one of us strives toward
particular goals which at some level of consciousness are considered to
possess certain preconceived minimal characteristics. At least the
initial steps in approaches we use to achieving those goals -- if we behave
rationally -- are somehow evaluated against alternative procedures on the
basis of such criteria as (1) the likelihood with which each may be expected
to lead to success, (2) the time they require, and (3) their relative emotional,
physical, and monetary costs. Each step in an approach is weighed on the
basis of its contribution toward achieving the ultimate goal. Presumably,
then, we act under the assumption that the sum total of the contributions
of the individual steps il at least the very minimum we would expect and
desire when the goal is reached.

Of course, human goals are generally likely to be in a state of change
or modification as n.w information and experience add to the store of action
determinants. But how many of us consciously define our goals at any given

moment in time, sufficiently objectively to be able to specify ahead of time
the precise nature of our minimal final requirements? And how often do
we perceive, plot and weigh all relevant alternative courses of action to
determine if and how we realistically can allocate those requirements, and
then test the model so as to select the one which is optimal?

If man's development had emphasized such rigid planning procedures,
life would be mechanical, frequently inappropriate and sorely lacking
spontaneity, but man-machine effectiveness analysis would certainly be
much easier. As it is, we find ourselves faced with man's propensity
(1) to define his objectiv'cs in ralher vague terms and (2) to define his require-
ments not at all. Perhaps it Ls because of this limited past experiences that
hc forms a narrow repel tory of approaches t,, problems and develops a
tendency to mnove in relation to a goal with a trial -and-error or familiar-
but-not-neccssarily-optinmal set ol motions. Thus, for effective effective-
ness analysis mnd allocation, we modst overconme awareness of both uncer-
tainty and possibly 1:1 cangt, ill olrderk to 1w able to obJectify without closing
the door to heuristics.

"T1o dce ehip a nithoid for alloc(ating effectiveness requirements reeds
three basic qtestions to lIx ansveredI intcrestinigl.y once the method exists.
it must be :h0%: to ans%'t-r the same three questions:

I. Allocation •of what?
2. .\lhcatit•n Lo what *
3. A\lloct'til,,i w\ith whalt"'.

h .:tl: '.r ji l in,"ut da(l. 0
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In a general way, this paper is addressed to answering those questions
from the point of view of methodological development. The primary goal,
however, will be to indicate some of the problems which arise in attompting
to allocate system effectiveness requirements (SERs) in man-machine
models.

Characteristics of System Effectiveness Requirements -- That Which is to
be Allocated

Effectiveness is generally defined as the degree to which the system
(or a functional unit of a system) is able to achieve its stated objective.
Quantification of effectiveness requires the identification of one or more
measurement dimensions. The most frequently used dimensions are accur-
acy, time, quantity and rate, constrained by cost lir•itations. Effectiveness
dimensions must be related directly (or as directly as possible) to stated
sy~'tem objectives. In some cases, a composite of effectiveness dimensions
may be necessary in order to reflect the system objective adequately.

In order to define an acceptable level of performance with respect to
system objectives, a stipulated value or magnitude is established on the
performance dimensions, that value constitutes the system effectiveness
requirer•.ent. For example, an effectiveness dimension of detection range
might be selected for a surveillance system; a value of 100 miles, with an
expectancy level of. 95, might then be determined through mission analysis
studies as the system effectiveness requirement. Effectiveness require-
ments also may be stipulated for major functions the system is to perform.
For the example above, effec'-iveness requirements may be stipulated for
such nmajor system functions as target identification, classification and
threat assessment.

Effectiveness requirements may take the form ef a single value on
an offectiveess dimension, or under certain circumstances, several
valuc3 or an interval may be defined representing levels of effectiveness
which are acceptable under spe.ified operating or environmental conditions
for that system. In many 'nstances, the systerrm effectiveness requirement
is stater' as the required probability of achieving a particular level of
performance or. the dimension, e.g., probability o. achieving the required
output state at a particular accuracy, time or rate. When more than one
effectiveness dimension is necessary in order to reflect the system objective
adequately, the cffectiveness requirement may be represented as an index
resulting from the mathematical combination of values on several effective-
n'ess dimensions.

For altecatioi, thercfo-re, it is necessary that mission analyses have
previousl*y been directed toward defining requirements appropriate for
offectivelness analyses. Values along all r-levant dimensions must emerge
as an end priluct. In piast and even current prac!!ees, such end product3 are
sorely hoeking, refiveting the haphazad *" untested intuitive approach to
design for neeting imprecisel*y defined system objectives. It iý; rare that
effecti',,ness requiremcots for a system are specified, either because they
had not been vonsidered or tweause customersdo not wish to be faced with
the fact that serious objectivcs may not always be reached -- or beetaise
systenms aalvsts are unwilling to record fallibility for all tL see.

All-cation to What"

A system's misslon-specified objective defines the ideal end prdumt,
CIA result or output state. The effectiveness r•quirement of a system relatev
it that objective. conditional upon a definable input state. For example. if

*1-2'



the SEll of an assembly line production is that x or more operable articles
he produced per day, it is assumed that ail required facilities, parts, 'nquip-
mcnt, funds, personnel, etc. are available at the outset. Thus, the system
may be considered to he a complex Per sonnelI-Equipment Functional Unit
(PEF Unit) having a definable input state and a mission-required output
state defined by the SEW.

The concep~t of requirements allocation implies a muitiplicity of con-
trihutors to the meeting of those requirements. In practice, "contributors"
generally have been found to fall into one of two categories of verbal
description: Activities or system states. Some effectiveness analysts
believe that approaches employing description of the operations involved in
PEF Units nre as easy to use and yield the same results as approaches
which emphasize system states resulting from activity transitions. That
may sometimes be Lrue. However, it has been our experience that individuals
who are activity -oriented tend to be more stimulus-bound and less free from
pre-conceived notions than those who are state oriented. Figures 2-1 and 2-2
illustrate a generalized hypothetical communication system which will be
used as an example to demonstrate how that tendency seems to arise.

In the example, the system PEF Unit activity can be definu-d as
"traiismit data a, b and c froin A to B, " given that all conditions are "GO"
for A to contain those data and for potential communication between A and B.
Equivalently, one could specify only the output state, 11P possesses data a,
b and el" given the same "GO" conditio~is. By logical deduction, based upon
currently conceivable communication systems, two intermediate states
(or three lower-level PEF Units) can be defined; those are identified as
States I and II in Figure 2-2.

To imply those states by describing the activities of PEF Units #1 and
#'2 one may inadvertently resteict thinking to particular modes of operation.
Statem-ents like "A establishes contact with B . . . " or "A and B confirm
each other's identity . "tends to imply a verbal communication between
two persons. However, the sy'vstern may b .1 in the design stage when it
%x'ould be desirable to consider altertiatives qnd perform tradeoff analyses.
It m-ight lbe c'onsistent with the system's objectives and requirements to
consider p~ossible hardl ine communications between two computer systems
or between a humian and a remotely controlled vehicle or between a signalling
satelIlite and ground station. In contrast, specification ot system states tendIs
less to imply' transitionary methods for achieving those states: rather, thcre
ar nian fl v possible and feasible' methodxs, consideration of whiebi depends
upon the vxperience and creativity of the analyst.

EKmphasi s onl s ,stewI states alist) guides the analyst to Ovl-a -Ind coneicse
spu't ificat io m of re-quired irput staites. It, tile e:ý,amlle, St~ate 11 rot oni '
r-eqo trvs that t he data be avat labe for tra:nsmipssioin, but also that 'ý!) the
data are c needed at the ret'ei ving cend and (2) there are imiasu cable criteriai
fill. .i severtal~in in t h.6 apprt pr' lte aild e-rcoil "ss contact. is malde before
transilli"i s5ion. For s'fle rea~sonl, act ývitv i)ri'1.icid1 JWI&Lbk often fail to per-

cke iti1Jti Mtatte rtqui rements- with vlaii jy.

speccifit- :it ill'. ort consuierati'iin (if requi:rted sl stem states tend-s tq:
hi'.iii tit a creat ive. 41'eil-flitided apgproach to anal)ysis -- "'th for new% tiesigiis

mu ' fill.* v%~ :1ti~l tit em tn SNySictls . 1K i. %e designs. 611V' Vt IMMS IK'ipe

tf. i :11knat11m ixt ipi :ust sat ask~ing requl re? tent s ior cxistinlr svstenis,
11:1 .i'c, Aa' em t 'st ing pi i''t~ see.k the re'JlU i rmtsthe' art. inIttundVe

nI.,ct:. ther aisue tom if ii) t he pri eedut r; ;ivtwali, ii'. do etdi I he ureq elwets,
anti (2) it thert. i c-t i Id p,sosihl il, mtm in st'ne ther ul- wc W11 ified,
'11 W4.ti ri' t' *:l, s 1 feet 0h ixt 111i:1intirs'
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Finally, the specification of intermediate system states focusses
attention on within-systems effectiveness requirements. Ideally, it is to
these that allocation would be directed. However, particularly at more
detailed levels of specificity, each state is conditional upon prior states
unique for the particular system under consideration. As a result, the data
necessary for allocating to states tend to be system-related. This is probably
the single greatest drawback to state-based analyses, sets of input and output
states for any one system tends to apply uniquely to that system.

In contrast, activities can be sufficiently segmented so that verbal
descriptions appear to be generalizable across systems. As a result,
existing data stores are activity-oriented. Their primary disadvantages,
however, are that they are unrelatable to system contexts and that they do
not combine in a simple manner.

To make problems more difficult, certain types of man-machine activi-
ties do not lend themselves to either state or activity analysis at a detailed
level of specificity. Two obviTuiu'fnds of such operations are complexly
contingent tracking-type and decisions-making tasks. When the rules for
such activities as tracking or decision-making are difficult to verbalize and
depend largely on intuition developed from extensive experience, the analyst
is hard-pressed to do better than consider the contribution to system effective-
ness of the total complex activity.

Thus, allocation of effectiveness requirements for a large system may
need to be directed simultaneously toward both simply defined and complex,
critical transitions (or the states defining those transitions). At present,
there appears to be a need for a method of combining the activity and state
approaches to develop generally-applicable, reliable man-machine units of
performance and for generating equivalently useful units for all types of
activities -- if that is possible.

Bases for Allocation

It is necessary but not sufficient that valid system effectiveness require-
ments exist and are derived from mission analyses, and that the system is
partitioned into manageable units for evaluation of their contribution to system
performance. There still renmains the need for relevant, internally consist-
ent data and procedural rules for systematically applying those data to enable
allocation of a given system's SERs among its component units.

Whether a state or activity approach is used, it would be ideal if there
were some bases upon which allocation could be performed at p)rogressively
more specific levels of verbal description. In Figure 2-2, analysis would be
greatly simplified if it were cloar that each state-to-state transition always
contributed the same relative amount to the success of the system, independent
of the means by which the transition is implemented. For example, assume
that (1) concern is with the probability (P ) of successfully achieving the out-
put state, (2) each PEF Unit's output'stats is independently conditional upon its
totai input state, (3) the existence of a PEF Unit's output state implies its
input state, and (4) each transitional PEF Unit is somehow known to contribate
equally to sy-stem sucoess. U'nder those assumptions, the conotiti,-aial prob-
a Yility of each output state gi en its input stare would be (P)) . It would
thei• be possible to treat each PEF Unit as a i.niplete system, generate
approaches to meeting the requirements of its output state and generate (in
a creative way) progressively more specific and alternative means for
achieving those states.

:! -C



T'he procedure in the above example implies, the existence of data which
indicates that the contribution of the three PEF Units are equivalent, independ-
ent of the means by which they are performed. While the results would limit
consideration of possible intermediate states and methods of achieving those
states, the most serious problem is evaluating the validity of the equivalence
rule in the first place. The procedure also draws on probability theory for
its multiplicative rule relating to independent events: in the example, the
events were considered independently conditional.

But problems arise when it becomes evident that some system transi-
tions are more or less dependent upon others (i.e., when certain states are
distributed along a kind of feedback dimension to alter the distribution of
prior state dimensions). Both the magnitude and target(s) of dependencies
are frequently difficult to define. We need techniques for defining and
handling degrees of dependency.

Furtlhrmore, even if all transitions were inrlependent, there would
still b3 the problem of relating to the overall SER the distributions along
the effectiveness dimensions of each system state. If all states could be
dichotomized (go/no-go) such that the dichotomies applied each time the
system were exercised, the problem would be immensely simplified. In
other words allocation could be used to specify the cut-off point separating
success from failure. Often, however, cut-off points vary along on effective-
ness dimension.

Thus, as was irdicated earlier, there appears to be a need not only
for man-machine performance data, but for multi-dimensional distributions
of those data -- such as a level of confidence in successful performance as
a function of (1) accuracy, (2) performance time, (3) equipment (reliability
and maintainability) needs and costs, (4) personnel training and selection
costs, (5) and backup (e.g., operational redundancies and man/equipment
logistics). And these data need to be formatted so as to enable relating
them to overall effectiveness requirements of the system. Such formatting
depends on an allocation procedure which is sufficiently advanced to
anti.cipate application of not-yet-existing data.

Summary and Conclusions

rhe allocation problem in man-machine effectiveness analysis concerns
the accurate determination and specification of the effectiveness requirement
of a system, and the development and application of a set of rules by wh'ch
the system effectiveness requirement, in its various forms, can be distributed
among the man-machine functional units/states comprising the system. The
resultant allocation must provide a set of performance requirements or
standards at a lev'el sufficiently elemental to facilitate (1) trade-off studies,
(2) relative appraisal of various system design concepts, ard (3) absolute
evaluation of a given design concepts. and (4) absolute evaluation of a given
design against the system cffectiv'eness requirements established for the
system.

"1 '0 develop a procedure f, r effectiveness allocation, guidelines must be
generated for (1) specifying the s. stem effectiveness requirement along all
its dimensions, (2) par',ntitoning the system into meaningful and useful segments
andt states, (31) characterizing and specifying input data. and (4) relating the
SER to system segments consistent with the input data. Wbile current tech-
niq•ies necessarily involve poorly splcifiLd ie, quirements, limited or estimated
data, and relatively simple rules, the results have been rewarding. At the
very least. atte'80ion has been turned towatrd the need for objectifying goals.

2-7 i



Hopefully, more and more complex relations among goals and the steps
leading to those goals will be examined sufficiently systematically to enable
accurate allocation of effectiveness requirements "resources" in the future.
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3. DEPENDENT MODELS FOR ESTIMATING HUMAN
PERFORMANCE RELIABILITY

Herman L. Williams
Martin Marietta Corporation

Tasks performed by human operators, maintenance technicians, and
ground crews in assembly, test, and handling frequently have a significant
effect on the efficiency of a weapon system. An error made by an operator
in setting a dial, operating a- control, or reading a meter can result in loss
of life as well as destruction cf equipment worth millions of dollars.

Failure of a maintenance technician to diagnose a malfunction or meet a

schedule for repair of a component can seriously affect the availability 'f
equipment. Mistakes in assembly, test. and handling can lead to an abotted
mission or delivery of an ineffective weapon.

Because of the importance of people in a weapon system, there is an
urgent need not only to assign functions properly and to design equipment
for ease of operation but to assess the abilit,: of system personnel to per-
form their assigned tasks. One well-known approach for cstablishing
design feasibility is to construct a time-line and determine if the tasks
can be performed in the available time. This approach, although essen-
tial, does not complete the evaluation. A man can fail in the performance
of a task, even though adequate time is available. In assessing system and
design feasibility, therefore, one must also determine the reliability of
human performance.

Methods have been developed for estimating human performance
reliability. These require that the operational, maintenance, or handling
task be broken down into discrete steps. A probability model, which takes
into account the arrangement of task steps as well as the relationship of
steps to one another, is then fitted to the task. Values are estimated for
each element in the model. The probability of success is then computed
foi the total task.

If discrete steps in a task are independent, one can estimate human
performance reliability without undue difficulty. Unfortunately, if steps
in a task are performed by a single operator fr by operators working
together, a dependent relationship occurs, causing much diff'eulty for the
analyst attenmtintig to assess human performance rellability. Models for
taking the dependent relationships into account are composed primarily
of conditional probabilities arranged mathematically to represent steps in
a set of operating procedures. The value of the conditional probability
for a given ste-, depends not only upon the immediate circumstances under
which the step .s performed (i e. , equipment design features, entiron-
merit, etc. ) but also upon the particular combination and characteristics
of task steps preceding it in the sequence of operations. Sources of
probability data available for estimating such values can take the im me-
diate circumstances into account. Unfortunatelv. the combination of
characteristics of earlier steps in a task usually are unique. and the I
anal\ st. in atiemipting to estimate the conditional priIbahilities. finds that
neither data nor procedures arc available to help him take the dependent

rielationships into account.
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Background of the Problem

To establish a basis for analyzing the problem, it is necessary first
to examine the requirement for and the approach used to obtain estimates
of human performance reliability. Such estimates are needed during the
concept, design and development, and utilization stages of a weapon system.
The concept stage is a period during which a number of alternatives are
evaluated to determine which best meets the system objectives and con-
straints. Reliability of human performance is an important parameter in
these evaluations. To be feasible, a system concept must show an accept-
able level of reliability for the human operator; therefore, in selecting
the best of several feasible concepts, the analyst should consider human
performance reliability as one of the major system parameters to be
optimized.

During the concept stage, actual equipment and personnel are seldom
available for purposes of testing. Comparisons of alternatives are made
primarily by means of paper-and-pencil analyses. Steps performed in
these analyses are as follows: 1

1. Definition of mission requirements, which includes the identifi-
cation of mission objectives, determination of anticipated use
environments and mission success criteria, and specification
of any other information defining the use conditions of the
system.

2. Determination and description of tentative system and equipment
design features for each concept, the primary objective of which
is to establish th? characteristics of the operator-equipment
interface. Since the interface includes both operators and
equipment, the system description likewise must cover both.

3 Preparation of hypothetical operating procedures, arranged as
discrete steps of operator tasks that form the basis for elements
in the probability models. Therefore, in preparing hypothetical
operating procedures for the system concepts being evaluated,
one lists procedural steps, along with sufficient descriptive
information to permit probability-of-success estimates to be
made.

4. Construction of probability models, which starts with con-
struction of models for subtasks. The outputs from these models
are then combined into models representing several subtasks.
Outputb from the combined models are in turn combined at
progressively higher levels until a model is obtained that repre-
sents performiance of t'ze total task.

5. Estimation of values for terms in probability models. The
approach fo: estimating probability values for independent events
differs cons idcrab ly from that for estimating dependent probabili-
ties. If the terms in the model are independent, one may estimate
the value for ai given term without concern for other steps in the
operating procedure. In contrast, if the terms are dependent, one
must consider earlier steps in the procedure when estimating tOe
value o'i a given probability.

WVilliams. !1. I . Human Perform:nice Reliabilit% in Operational and
Mtaintevance Tasks. ( )R ý729. Martin Marietta C'orporation, Orlando.
Florida, .lai'u:arlv 1 967.
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6. Computation of human performance reliability, which proceeds
in accordance with the mathematical relationships set forth in
the probahility models.

Steps in the procedure for estimating human performance reliability
during design and development are essentially the same as those used
during the concept stage. The concept is fixed by the time the system

enters design and development, Alternatives to be considered and evalu-
ated now are limited to system and equipment design features. Human
performance reliability is one of the measures used for comparing alter-

natives and arriving at an optimum design.

During the utilization stage, estimates of human performance reli-
ability are needed for mission and logistics planning purposes. Design

features of the system and equipment are no longer tentative. Operating
procedures are firm. If adequate test and field data are available, the
step-type procedure outlined above is not used. One ob~tains the necessary

estimates from the test and field data by taking the ratio of operator
successes to total numbcr cf tests or trials. If adequate data is lacking,
however, human performance ,reliability must be computed, using essen-

tially the same procedure as that used in the concept and design and
development stages.

When an analysis is conducted based on the six-step approach out-

lined above, little difficulty is encountered in the first four steps.
Established procedures can be used to define the mission requirements,
to O•,termine and describe tentative system and equipment design features,

and to prepare hypothetical operating procedures. During construction of
the models in step 4, the majority of operating procedures can be repre-
sented by series and parallel probability models or by minor modifications

of these models. If task steps are independent, the general series model
is defined by equation 1.

IS P(Xl - )PX2 , ... (n 1 )

PS is the probability of successful task performance. The Xi. i 1,
2 ....... n, represent sieps in the series task. The relationship, Xi 1,
denotes success in performing step i. Although ne! used inl equation I. I

Xi 0 denotes failure in performing step i.

Equation 2 gives the general series model for dependent e\'-'its. It
will het noted that the tform of the dependent model is si milIari t• that qor

independent e\'ent s.

I)S I'(XI I) l)(X,_ I1 X I1) )(X:• II XI I. X., 1)

I)(Xn
1)(X I IX, . .X1

"['he f irst term onl the right-hand side of equalit, n 2 is the marginal
vro~ab Iitv of Slt'.eS slVS1ul Ierfornlalln'e of ,Ottp) i. All other terms in.
,equation '. are conditional proba)bilities. Notte. howe\er, that therf is a

rivl'ni,- fil'-t rnl n (rl'tosr lis dence hotween ,quations I and 2. In other vo't-cls,
the' !', in of the nimlh, ls is the same: onl \ th, values (fr the, indi\ idual
t.rm"s iI tile mol( del ha . lt.v han.ed ill g4oing Ii'onl equl:i i'n I t•o teuatlion 2
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Equation 3 gives the general probability model for independent events
in parallel.

P =1-P(X1 -0) P(X2 -_ 0) ..... P(Xn = 0) (3)

In the parallel model, success in a single step gives successful task
performance.

Equation 4 gives the general probability model for dependent events
in parallel.

P S 1 - P(X1 = 0) P(X2 = 01X 1 = 0) ......... P(Xn Z 0 X1 = 0'

X= 0 ...... Xn1 = 0) (4)

Again, the term-for-term correspondence may be observed as one com-
pares equations 3 and 4. As in equation 2, only the values of individual
terms in the model have changed in going from the independent to the
dependent model.

The problem of concern in this paper arrives when one reaches
step 5 in the computational procedure outlined earlier. Data stores are
available for use in estimating values for terms in the probability models
for independent events, but not for dependent events. One finds, when
analyzing human performance reliability, that the great majority of
operational procedures encountered are dependent. One must therefore
evaluate the effect of the dependent relationships when estimating values
for terms in the models. Unfortunately, data and techniques are not
presently available for doing the job.

The problem of e.timating values for elemunts of dependent prob-
ability models can be solved only by providing the data and/or techniques
needed for taking th' dependent relationships into account. In deriving
the necessary data and techniques, however, one must consider the
anticipated cha rateristics of future data stores, identification of tactors
responsible for 'ne dependent relationship, and magnitude of the effect
upon probabilit, of successful performance of given steps in an operational
task.

Characteristics of Future Data Stores

A probability data store is a tabulation of values representing the
prc')ability of successful performance of a defined task or task element
1)y an operator of specified characteristics. Although presently available
data stores are limited in the categories of tasks and task elements,
environmental conditions, and defined operator characteristics covered,
it is not unreasonable to expect that future data stores will cover an
extensive range of such categories, it is also possible that the data store
will p)rovide distributions of probability\ values as well as the average o,"

expected values. However, to be economicalily feasible. the data store
mllust be appl icable to a wide range of olperations. Probabilit 'v values
listed in the data store must be relevant to common elements of a great
\airiev of sYstenis. The common elements are the individual steps or
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operations in a task. In the data store developed by the American Institute
for Research 2 , for example, the common elements are inputs to the operator,
mediating processes, and outputs from the operator for specified task steps.
Values in the data store are immediately relevant to terms in the probability
model, if task steps or elements are independent. In other words, the
values are marginal probabilities. They do not take into account dependent
relationships, for to do so would limit the range of tasks to which the data
store is applicable. One must conclude, therefore, that the conditional
probabilities of a model composed of dependent events will not be found in
a data store.

It is evident that a problem confronts the analyst attempting to esti-
mate the conditional probabilities of dependent models. He must make the
estimates prior to the time prototype equipment is available for experimental
study, v Yet, he has no available source of fully' relevant data. The problem
can only be solved by development of models for making the transition from

the, marginal probabilities of the data store to the conditional probabilities
ol !he dependent model.

Factors Responsible for the Dependent Relationship

The factors responsible for the dependent relationships of a given task
step with earlier steps may be defined as those which have a measurable

effect upon the probability of successful performance of the given task step.
All the factors exerti.g s-uch an effect have not been identified. Some, how-
ever, are known, although the nature and extent of their effect have by no
means been established.

It is well known that design features of equipment operated and/or
observed early in a sequence of task steps can affect performance ir later
steps. Studies of aircraft cockpit instrumentation, for example, have shown
that the design of instruments with pointers positioned in the same direction
during normal operation facilitates the instrument reading task. The design
of cc-ntrols used in a sequence of operations to make the motions consistent
from one operation to another likewise facilitates the control task. Con-
versely, controls and displays which have conflicting design features will
degrade performance.

Although certain design ieatures can affect performance in later steps
of an operational task, there has been little systematic study in this area
to identify such features. No one to date, for example, has compiled a list
of thc equipment design features suspected of having an effect on probability
of successful performance of subsequep. steps. Certainly., before one can
construct a transition model for taking into account design features of
equipment opterated carlier, one must determine the design features
re(,spOns ible for the dtepelndent relationship.

The thpe of ictiv'itx required of an operator in one step can also
inlluence his peirformance in a following step. particularlv if the earlier
step affects the optrrato rs phyvsical condition. For example. if an
operator's \viIfm is adapted tt, the light level external to an aircraft during
stIrCh tor a target. hei, ma\ hax e difficult\ a djusting in a subsequent step
I4 the hi' ght ,ut p t Ir m displ axs in tht cockpit. A step \%hich exhausts ;in

.- ilt\ ne. |) and Alt man. .1 W .. An Index of El•ct ronic l-E i , iznt
Lj .r!! l i .t1.t . - ' -! -t 1 :3:. F11. Am erican Institute for Research.
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operator will, of course, degrade his performance in subsequent steps. An
operator's performance in a monitoring task is affected by the level of
activity: he can have too much or too little to do.

Unfortunately, as in the case of equipment design features discussed
above, no systematic attempt has been made to identify the operator
activities which can affect performance later in a task.

Little is known about the effect of the number of steps in a task upon
operator performance. If environmental conditions are unpleasant or if
time constraints or other stress-producing factors are present, there may
be an interaction effect which improves or degrades performance. Study is
needed to determine if such an effect actually exists.

Numerous other factors may be responsible for a dependent relation-
ship among task steps. Such factors include task performance time,
elapsed time between task steps, arrangement of task steps in a procedure,
etc. Interaction effects among many of the factors may also) exist. Cer-
tainly, the identification of these factors and the determination of relevant
interactions constitute a much needed study program.

Form of the Transition Model

Although much preparatory work remains to be done before actual
transition models can be constructed, one can determine the general form
of the models by using the techniques of experimental design and analysis 3 .
The conditions relevant to a given step in an operating procedure may be
considered as independent variables of a linear model. For the purposes
of this analysis, the given step will be referred to as the reference step,
and it is the step for which a probability value is being sought. The
response of interest or output from the linear transition model is the con-
ditional probability value. One can arrange the conditions or independent
variables in an n-dimensional matrix, so that the independent variables
giving the response represented by the pertinent marginal probability in
the data store are all included in cell 1 of the matrtx. Other cells in the
matrix represent independent variables forming the basis f,)- the depen-
dency relationships with earlier steps.

To illustrate the approach, assume that the only factors affecting
the probability of success in the reference step are equipment design
features, type of activity performed, and the presence or absence of a
time constraint on the task. Table 3-1 gives the number of levels and
combinations of the independent variables.

The cell in the upper left-hand corner of table 3-1 is designated
as cell P1 , . It gives the probability of successful performance of step j.
the reference step, when the equipment design features and operator
activities in the reference step are employed in combination with no time
constraint; i. e., A0 . D10 , Co. With only these coraditiuas present. one
can evtimate tht, probability of success in the reference step, PI'l Iy
means of a marginal prohabiliti value from the t!-ita store. Suppose that

"W. Mendtenhall. An hitroiluction to I.inear inok ls and the Design and
Anas:l•ts (if Experiments. Manuscript. tniversith of Florida. IN;6.
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Table 3-1: Matrix of Independent Variables

D0 D1 D2

C0  P11  12 p13
A0 p

121 22 23

(0 P31 P23 :33
A1

C1  P4 1  P24 P34

C0 P51 P25 P35
A2 1 P [ P 26 P 36I 61 26

the conditions represented by the cell P2 4 , i.e., A1 , D1 , C1 , are present.
This would indicate that equipment design feature DI is operated in an
earlier step, that activity A1 is performed in an earlier step, and that the
task is performed under a time constraint. The effect of A1 , D1 and C1
is a change in the probability value from P 1 1 to P 2 4 . Other cells in the
matrix may be interpreted in like manner.

D design features of equipment operated in reference step

D1, D2, design features of equipment operated in earlier steps

A activity performed in reference step

A l A2  activities performed in earlier steps

C no time constraint

( t ime constraint imposed on t as k

Pik probability of successful performance of step j. the
reference Step

1.2.

"The l•lrtolhilit n mo(Iel for the cond(itions listed in table 3-I is siniiar
to the linvar m imhl for a factorialI design in ex pewrimnental design and
analyVsis; i.e..



AP1 , Tlp2Y AP3Y + AP4Y4 APt.Y-
1l Y 3 3 ~4 4 ____

P(XXI X2 ' . j-1) = P0 Equipment Activity Time
Cunstraint

+AAP GY1Y3 + AP7Y1Y4 + APYIY5 - APgY2Y3 + AP 10Y2Y4

p 1 1 'Y2Y P12 Y3Y5 p 1 3 Y4Y55 P14Y1Y3Y5 + p 1 5Y1 Y4 y 5

+ AP 16Y2Y3Y5 + APisY2y4Y5 Y C . (5)

Note that equation 5 is linear In terms of the AP's and is referred to as a
Jlnear model for this reason.

Definitions for terms in equation 5 are as follows:

P(Xx 1 , X2 ..... X-) = the conditional probability that the reference
.- step is performed correctlN, given that the

j-1 eariier steps have been performed
correctly.

Y = 1 if equipment design feature D1 is present in earlier steps4

Y1 = 0 if equipment design feature D1 is absent in earlier steps

Y 9 1 if equipment design feature D2 is present in earlier steps

Y9 = 0 if equipment design feature D2 is absent in earlier steps

Y 3 -- 1 if operator activity A1 is present in earlier steps

Y 3 = 0 if operator activity A1 is absent in earlier steps

Y = 1 if operator activity A.) is present ir earlier steps

4 x-4 =0 ii operator activity' A_ is absent in earlier steps

Y._ I if time constraint C is present in earlier steps
1

Y_. 0 if time constraint C1 is absent in earlier steps

1) - mean probability of succ-ss in step j when only conditions A0. )0 ,
and C 0 are present

Pl' mean increase or decrease in P(X jX 1 . X2 ... X. 1 ) when D1 is
present in earlier step-

A.1., mean increase or decrease in P(X. X X,, .. X ) when D.) is
"present in earlier steps - j-l

"APl., metan increase or decrease in P(X .X, ... X_ when A1 is
piresent in earlier steps "

Values ot i o" D assigned to the Y':- in the linear model refer to the
oresttince or C|s e f't.'k Variablc an(d not to success or failure in
pvt lor,'in|tt of SIt)p
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AP mean increase or decrease in P(Xl XI' X Xj 1 ) when A ispresent in earlier steps

AP mean increase or decrease in P(X.IX1 X . . 1 when C1 is25 ). 1
present in earlier steps

AP 6 imean increase or d_'crease in P(X jX 1, X2  .. X j) due to the
interaction between D1 and A1

AP = mean increase or decrease in P(X IX X X. ) due to the
13 interaction between A2 and C1

AP 14 =mean increase or decrease in P(Xj I X1, X2 ... .I) due to the
interaction bet.wveen D1, AV and C1 IJ

Lip 17 mean increase or decrease ir P(Xj x 1 , X2 ... X 1) due to the

interaction between D., A2, and C1

error in estimating P(XX .. ... Xj

The term P 0 in equaation 5 was defined to be the mean prcbability of
success when omily the conditions in cell 1 of the matrix are present. By
definition, these are the conditions to which the probabilities in the data
store apply. Therefore, P 0 may be estimated by means of the appropriate
probability value from the data store.

Other parameters in equation 5 represent effects of conditions present
in earlier steps in the operational task. Since these conditions are not
covered by the data store, one must be concerned with the means for
obtaining estimates of their values. Again, one must turn to the methods
of experimental design and analysis for an answer. The conditions in

table 3-1 are arranged in a factorial design. Equation 5 is a linear model
for this design. Therefore, parameters in the model may be estimated

from the results of a properly designed experiment. Note, however, that
the response or dependent variable in the present instance is a probability
value. One estimates probabilities by means of frequency of success values
observed in operational situations or in experimental studies. To obtain
frequency of success values, one must conduct not one but a series of
observations or experiments.

Only a small number of the pertinent variables is included in
equation 5. Inclusion of a larger number or of all the pertinent variables
obviously would greatly increase the number of terms in the nIel. In a
conventional experiment, a minimum of one observ'ation must he taken for
cach ptl:ramietcr in the model. If the number of prrameters is large. the
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work required in conducting a conventional experiment could be excessive.
If a series of observations must be taken for each parameter, the work
involved will increase accordingly.

Only qualitative variables were included in the example used in
developing the linear model (equation 5). When quantitative variables are
also included, the mcdel can be constructed to take nonlinear effects into
account. For example, if one wished to investigate the effect of several
levels of temperature, terms in the model for main effects would take the
form,

AP. A+ y2 + y.3 +...... (6).1 J A j+1 j pj+2  .1

In expression 6, the variable Yj takes on the pertinent values of
temperature. The parameter APj represents the average linear effect of
temperature; APj+1 and AP'+ 2 represent the average quadratic and cubic
effects, respectively, of temperature.

Discussion

Two major problems require solution before significant progress can
occur in the development of transition models: (1) the factors responsible
for dependent relationships among steps in a task must be fully identified,
and (2) the effects of the dependent relationships (i. e., the AP's in the
linear model) must be determined. Obviously, the problem of identifying
the factors responsible for the dependent relationships must be solved first.
Factors cannot be included in the transition model if they are unknown.
Equally imaportant is the need to eliminate factors not having a measurable
effect, so that the number of terms in the transition can be reduced to
manageable proportions.

Success or failure in the development of transition models ultimately
may hinge upon the number of interaction effects occurring in the transition
model. In the absence of any interaction among factors, it is possible to
isolate factors and determine their effects individually. To determine
interaction effects, however, one must study factors in combination with
one another. As equation 5 demonstrates, a very small number of factors
can generate a large number of interactions. However, if one is willing
to neglect the higher order interaction terms, the AP's may be determined
for the main effects and lower order interaction effects by conducting a
series of experiments where only a small number of variables are examined
in any one experiment.

Summary

Dependent relationships among steps in a task performed by the same
operator or by operators working together make it necessary to use
conditional probabilities in the model for computing human performance
reliability. The value of the conditional probability for a given step depends
not only on the characteristics of the equipment being operated and the
environment in which the step is performed but also upon the particular
combination and charact eristics of task steps preceding it in the operational
sequenct Sources of probability data available now or likely to become
available in the future can take equipment design features and the environ-
ment into account. The combination of characteristics of carlier task steps,
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however, usually is unique. Consequent'y, transition models are needed to
bridge the gap between the marginal probabilities found in data stores and
the conditional probabilities of dependent models for computing human
performance reliability. The form of the transition models is similar to
that of the linear models of experimental design and analysis. Before
significant progress can be made in the development of the models, how-
ever, two major problems must be solved: (1) the factors responsible for
the dependent relationships among steps in a task must be fully identified,
and (2) the effects of the dependent relationships upon probability of success-
ful performance of given task steps must be determined. Success or failure
in the development of transition models ultimately may hinge upon the extent
to which interaction of factors forming the dependent relationships enter
into the transition model.
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4. TOWARD A GENERAL CHARACTERIZATION OF
ELECTRONIC TROUBLESHOOTING 1

Anthony K. Mason and Joseph W. nigney
Electronics Personnel Research Group, Universit', of Southern California

Roughly speaking, corrective maintenance tasks can be classified
into those which are accomplished by following a pre-established plan and
those which are guided by taking into account information obtained at each
step in tie troubleshooting process. With regard to this latter category,
some recent work2 was directed toward investigating the resemblance of
technician troubleshooting behavior to that of a Bayesian processor.

In the course of the investigation, experiments were performed to
compare the decisions reached by human technicians with those implied
by the application of Bay,'s theorem. These decisions were for the
isolation of hypotheses concerning the actual circuit malfunction. Analysis
of the data obtained from these experiments indicated that although the
Bayesian model was reasonably predictive, 2, 3 it would be desirable to
define a more generalized concept of a troubleshooting processor. In
particular, a concept of a processor seemed to be needed which accom-
modated a number of types of errors that the electronics technicians were
making during the troubleshooting procedure.

The purpose of this paper is to present some preliminary suggestions
for such a processor, and, in particular, one which accommodates certain
categories of error in human electronic troubleshooting.

Relevance to Man-Machine Effectiveness Analysis

There are several factors underlying the desire to formulate a
troubleshooting proces:;or mouel which accommodates a fairly broad spec-
trum of possible specific procedures. One of these is that such a model
would honefully unify the mans" alternative ways of characterizing and
explaining the troubleshooting behavior of the human technician. Another
reason is that if the model does accommodate a broad spectrum of
strategies and procedures, it would serve as a vehicle for formulating the
cost effectiveness structure associated with the troubleshooting of electronic
equipment.

'This work was sponsored 1)y the Personnel and Training Branch, Office
of Naval Research; and the Pe 'sonnel Research Division, Bureau of Naval
Personnel, undeL' Contract Nonr-22s(22). Reproduction in wh~ole or in

;~trt is permitted for any purpose of the United States Government.

-"1ond, N. A. . .Jr. , and Rigney. J. W. ' Bayesian Aspects of Trouble
Shooting Behavior." Human Factors. Vol. s. No. 5. October 19(VC,

p 3:7 7-3N3,:.

"hlignex . .JV.. ('remer. B. Towne, I).M.. Bond, N.A.. Jr., and
.Mason. A. F. Measurement and prediction of cognitive loadings in
corrccti, v maintenance tasks- L A BaBesian approach. I os Angeles:
1'ni%. Sot her Calif+or'nia. Electronics Pe'rsonnel Res. Group. February
P", iTech, Hq1. 10;.



Ideally, it would be of great utility to have a characterization of the
electronic troubleshooting process whir-h accommodates the many alterna-
tive troubleshooting processors that mnay be implemented -- whether they
be automatic or manual, theoreticall, optimal or suboptimal, reliable or
unreliable. Ideally, such a characterization should be sensitive to the
degree of automation that may be i: roduced in performing troubleshooting
tasks. Thus, measures of effectiveness for particular equipments could
be generated across the automated to manual spectrum of alternative
troubleshooting processors and serve to improve the sensitivity of the
"maintainability" component of cost effectiveness models for electronic
systems.

The effectiveness of the troublevhooting tasks in system maintain-
ability is influenced by many factors which also influence other aspects of
system operation and cost. rhe efficiency of the human processor as a
troubleshooter is influenced by his training which includes knowledge of the
specific equipments, fundamental concepts in symptom -malfunction

relationships in electronics circuits, and by troubleshooting aids. The
troubleshooting aids themselves may be automated. In addition, front
panel layout, modularization of the equipment, and a multitude of hardware
design considerations have a substantial impact on the efficiency with
which an equipment malfunction may be diagnosed. These and many other
considerations combine to establish the inherent maintainability of elec-
tronic equipment. Until some ultimate diagnostic automata is established,
the human processor must be considered to be an alternative within a cost
effectiveness analysis.

The intent of the following discussion is not to present explicit cost
effectiveness relationships between system characteristics and the diagnostic
processor. Rather, it is to consider a characterization of the troubleshooting
process which accommodates a number of hypothetical troubleshooting pro-
cessors. By troubleshooting is meant that portion of the maintenance process
which is concerned with isolating the malfunction in the system. That is, it
is assumed the troubleshooting process takes as a point of departure the fact
that there exists a malfunction and terminates when a decision regarding
the malfunction has been made. The next step is to take specific corrective
action such as replacing the faulty component.

Electronic Troubleshooting as a Problem Solving Process

It seems reasonable that the process of troubleshooting electronic
equipmnent may be viewed, in a general way, as a problem solving process.
For this reason, a very general theory of problem solving should accom-
modate the specialization of troubleshooting electronic equipment.

Meserovic4 and others have suggested that ultimately the task of
solving a problem may be viewed as tho mapping oi two sets. This mapping
is suggested by the function

T(Z:X) Y I!,

Mesarovic, Nlihajlo I) .. "Toward a iormal theorN of problem solving ,
Computer Augmentation of lluman Reasoning (Margo A. Sass and William
1). Wilkinson, Eds. ). Washington. 1). V. :Sp1)artan Books. Mnc.. 1,7
pp. 37 -64-.
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where X -= {x1} is termed the input set, Z {zi } is termed the state set,
Y {Yi} is termed the output set, and T is a system transformation.5

To relate equation (1) to the problem of diagnosing a system mal-
function, let the set Z characterize the knowledge of the system; let X
oenote new information that is obtained by performing some test (taking data)
on the equipment; then the set Y represents the knowledge of the malfunction
following thettask. The transformation T is the way in which previous
knowledge of the equ-Ipment and new information is processed or modified to
obtain Y.

For the process suggested in equation (1) to be of utility, it is neces-
sary to explicitly detine the input set, the state set, and the properties of
the transformation of these sets i:m terms If electronic troubleshooting.

"\ Hypothesis Space for Electronics Troubleshooting

:'he 'state" of the troubleshooting problem may he characterized by
".,usis space. The points in t"is space are the possible malfunctions.

'\Vc i :;\v denote this space by a set S,

S :7 {h1 , h2 . . . . . h}

\witere hi is a hypothesis regarding what is wrong with the equipment. For
troubleshooting at the circuit level in terms of single, catastrophic failures,
it is convenient to think of hi as the hypothesis that the ith component in the
circuit is the malfunction. However, the elements of S may be viewed as
hypotheseu regarding the reason for system malfunction at any level of
syvstem troubleshooting and regardless of whether dealing with systen'
degradation or catastrophic failure, single or multiple component failures.
For purposes of providing examples, the following discussion focuses on
troubleshooting situations in which the hypothesis space denotes single
catastrophic failures among n components in a circuit.

For those troubleshooting procedures which are guided by taking into
account information obtained at each step in the troubleshooting process,
the troubleshooting processor makes a sequence of tests on the electronic
equipment. These diagnostic tests, for example, detecting an abnormally
high voltage at 'i certain test point, are used by the processor to partition
the hypothesis space into subsets which contain relatively true and
celativelv 'alsv h•, itheses. Thus, a particular diagnostic test may be

used to mod h,,rowblem by modifying the hypothesis space. The process
is repeated tv- . processor specifies the malfunction or is unable, on
the hasis ot it • u,,.,.rstanding of the electronic system, and available tests
to reach a dc('isio,.

The processor ma. make errors in several categories. These include
j•i'toreetl taking the test reading, incorrectly interpreting the test reading,
:and in'orrect l\ miodifing the hypt tihesi.-, space. More -'pecific types of
ci'r,,s ma,, he defined within each of these categories. As a result of these
errors, the \% rong hypothesis maY be selected. A processor which is
correctbi taking data. correctly interpreting data, and correctly adjusting
1h1t 11\lpothesis pavve sill correctl\ isolate the circuit malfunction if a

The lV 'nn at . "I'. nm\ shi npl\ c-u se a reftormulation of the otri-itnat
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sufficient base of symptom-malfunction information is available. The human
technician not only makes errors in all of these categories, but may have an
insufficient information base. This procedure is made more explicit as
follows:

Denote by Si those points in the hypothesis space, S. which, as a
result of the i test, are still possible hypotheses regarding the circuit
malfunction, Si is obtained from S by a transformation which is denoted

T(S: Di, ti)= S. (2)

and where

S = the original problem hypothesis space

S. = those hypotheses in S which are true as a result of the ith
diagnostic test (note that the subscript i denotes the sequence

number of the test rather than a test identification number).

t. the electronic reading obtained at the ith test made (for example:
ti might be 100 volts, 0 ohms, "a high voltage, " etc. ).

D. = an ordered set of reading associated with each hypothesis for the
ith test made: Di {d= 1' di, 2' *.. di, n where each element

ii is the reading at the ith test given hypothesis j is tile
malfunction.

Since Si is the set of hypotheses with test readings at the ith test made
that corresponds to the elements of Di, it follows that Si may be defined as

4
S. {all h E S such that for each j, D. d .. = ti}.

Thus, the transformation T is one of matching the test reading ti against
the symptom-malfunction relationships expressed in Di to partition a net,
Si.

Denote by Sk {S1, S2 ..... Sk} the family of sets which are the
possible malfunctions as a result of each of the individual k tests made.
There are operations on S which characterize the behavior of the processor
in attempting to isolate the malfunction. For instance, denote by Mk the
intersection of the elements of the members of St. That is

INfk l Sk S1 a S2 as k'

Now Mk may be viewed as the set of true hypotheses in S as a result
of a sequence of k tests. Note that Si is the set of true h,' otheses on the
basis of the ith test oniy. Consider the following examlp!e:

There are 9 p1)ssible malfunctions in the circuit. L.et
S {h!, h2, Ih:1 . . . . .. hg; the hypothesis space. S. is illust rated in
Figure -I-IA. Suppose that the first test made yielded a result of 0v, thait
is tI 0v and that 1)I {fo, 100'. 30o0'. 0o, !PV. liov, :o0oV, l)%OV I.
l'he clements of I)1 are the expepcte(d test readinags given each of the 9 maIl-
ItliMndions. Note that (11, 1 0 volts means that gi, vn malfunction 1, the
expectedI) 1 d tts readivg for the Ist test mtade, is 0 \olts. Then
"[(8: l)I, 1) 1S {hIII ht. h5. I1} as suggets!(d in Figlure I-II,

t-.I
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Suppose the result of the second test is "low." Then t 2 = "low.' In addition,
assume D2 {high, low, low, high, low, low, normal, high, normal}. An
element of D2 which is "low" means that given the malfunction, the reading
at that test point will be low relative to its normal value.

Then T(S: D2 , t 2 ) S -{h 2 , h3 , h5 , h6 } as illustrated in Figure 4-1C.
Now M, - S1 , but M2 - S1 S2, and is diagrammed as shown in Figure 4-1D.
It should be kept in mind that Mk is the result of just one of many operations
that may be defined on the family S.

Without varying the transformation T, equation (2) may be extended by
defining some new arguments f9r the function. For example:

T(MkI: Dk, tk) ý Mk-- J Sk S 1 "S 2  .fl8k (3)

Equation (3) indicates that if Mk.1 is substituted for S in equation (2), we
have characterized a processor which is a perfect processor in the sense
that it is using all previous test results to reduce the hypothesis space.
On the other hand, a processor which is always operating with arguments

T(S: Dit.) Si

represents a processor which is using no previous results ior the reduction
of the hypothesis space. To characterize a processor which is using the
results of some but not all previous tests, let

S rm, k ) S k-1ia Sk-2 "' i S k-m

That is, S(m, k) is the set of hypotheses which remain as the result of the
m previous tests. Then

T(S .D t S S(4(m, k)' k' tk) - Sk-m Sk-m+1 k (4)

The motivation for equation (4) includes the fact that some preliminary
experiments rather clearly suggest that the human technician is operaing
(in a hypothesis space which is reduced according to the results of the last
couple of tests. It also may be noted that letting S(0, k) = S, equation (4)
reduces to equation (2) and by letting m k-i, equation (4) reduces to the
perfect processor suggested in equation (3).

Although a function T with various arguments may be used to provide
a specification of the way in which the processor modifies the hypothesis
SpaCt,. it does not specify when a diagnostic decision will be made or what
tests will be used in the test sequence. There are measures on the
hypothesis space that may be used to answer these questions.

Assume for the moment that the diagnostic test data is taken without
error: that is, ti is accurate. Further suppose that the set Di. the
smlmptom-malfunction relationships for test i, are accurate and deter-
ministic in the sense that P(di, i t. h.) 0 or 0; Tha. is, the test data
cither does match or does not thiatch the known symptom data.

1')((di, i ti hj) is ,adI "tho probability that di,.; ti given hi' : it is the
prolhhilit\ of thhe test data given the hypothesis.

1-4



The hypothesis space may be mapped into a probability Space using
Baves t heorem,

P(h.) P(d. t. h.)
i(hj ti V )di ) .P(h) P(dii t h) (51)

J t, j t1 ..I

Before ain diagnostic lest is taken, a priori probabilities may be assigned
to the n hypotheses according to their a priori probability of being the
Malfunetion. Thus, if the probabilities that the test data will match the
known symptom hypothesis relationshi:ps are all 0 and 1, the repeated appli-
cation of equation (5) will eventually reduce the probabilities of the hypoth-
eses to zero except for a single hypothesis with probability 1. For this to
occur, it is necessary that sufficient sets D be available and that they' be
consistent. If P(di, j - ti hj) is not equal to 1 or 0, the hypothesis space is
partitioned into sets which represent hypotheses that are more or loss
likely to the true hypothesis.

In addition, an information content measure may be defi,:"d on the
hypothesis space. The "information level" of the troubleshooting task at
the ith diagnostic test is defined by the well known function

1t, - Y, p(hj) log2(P(h3)).

The next diuignostic test may then be specified as the test which causes the
greatest reduction in H, the information level. In other words, the ith
test should be the test which maximizes the expression (HiI - Hi). Since
p(hj) is calculated using equation (5) and ti is unknown before making a test,
the decision rule may be stated as

D~ jH 1I - Hil .

This rule may he used to generate a sequence of diagnostic tests which
minimizes the number of tests required to isolate a malfunction. In using
this procedure, the probability space resulting from tI.e applicatior of
equiation (5) inust be implicitly determined for each possible next test so
that an optimium test can be selected. This procedure is a generalization
Of the well bnowvn '"half-splitting" strategy for the isolation of circuit
InIa!t'Ullit ions.

No\\ these relationships serve to define a verv efficient trouble-
shooting processor. In particular, equation (3),

T(. kI: I)k' tk) Mk

%%hiuh tfinhes the way in which a processor utilizes all previous tests and
lc' ('ein'i't test data to nmodify tihe hhpotheses space: the use of Bay'es

lhe(•ren., v;utat ifn (5), tor the de\yelopinient of a probability v.pace at each
(diaginiostic step which can he used to elicit :I decision as to which hYpothesis
is -'Indlt mi t tl use (i" anl i intormat ion measure, equation (e;). to dictate
:i !i'\t l ist n t• ei'i'cin step. As i practical matter, howe\'ver. the realization
')t tiich :t I)l',esSf Is• h indere' d hl \ ee i un e 3 l)etr ,' considel'lations.
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(1) With rega-d to the making of a test reading ti, it is assumed that
a human technician must make a set-up on the equipment, properly connect
test equipment, and take a visual or audio reading. In automatic test
equipm-nt, a sensor imbedded in some stage of the equipment is required
to take the reading. In either case, ti may be in error. There are several
possible consequences of an error in ti. These include rejecting correct
hypotheses of malfunctions and/or accepting incorrect hypotheses of mai-
functions. Each of these possiblities may be characterized on .he hypothesis
space. With an electronic technician, this type of error either leads to an
incorrect decision as to the actual circuit malfunction or results in con-
fusion over the state of the equipment which sometimes leads to giving up
the task. Clearly, the consequences of making a mistake in obtaining ti
depend not only on the symptom-malfunction relationships contained in D,
but on the state argument being used in the processor T.

(2) With regard to the symptom-malfunction relationships suggested
in the set D, it is assumed that the human technician has acquired these as
a result of training in fundamental symptom-malfunction relationships; has
acquired a `feel" for them as a result of troubleshooting experience on the
equipment; or has them provided to him in the form of troubleshooting soft-
ware aids. With regard to automatic test equipment, the symptom-malfunction
relationships are normally found in computer memory. As above, errors in
Di cause the processor to accept or reject hypotheses incorrectly and the
state of the pricessor can be depicted on the hypothesis space of the task.
Normally, P(di,j = til hj) is not equal to 0 or 1: that is, the symptom-
malfunction relationship is not deterministic but is probabilistic. This is
because explicit system operating characteristics are difficult to define. In
addition, if the processor is a human technician, he is simply not sure of the
symptom- malfunction characteristics of the circuit or system.

(3) With regard to the hypothesis space that is used for an argument in
T, automata are capable of accurately identifying and carrying large spaces
of this nature. On the other hand, experiments would indicate that the human
technician works with not more than 4 or 5 points in this space at any one
time while troubleshooting at the circuit level. Thus, the hypothesis space
is partiticoed by the technician at the outset, and the search for a true
hypothesis is exhausted before another subset is focused upon.

,4) The use of Bayes theorem as indicated in equation (5) as a model of
the decision made by the human technician has been experimentally checked
in terms of the total hypothesis space, S. That is, equation (5) was applied
under a processor of the form T(Mk-l, Dk, tk). The arguments Di were
obtained by determining the technicians' understanding of sym'ptonm-
hypothesis characteristics of simple circuits. In alddition, the efficiency of
the test sequence elected 1)t, v the technician was measured in ternas of the
o|ptinu'nl t , est sequence of information content redIuction. t is believed that
OI(Kidilication o, the state argu ment under T will substantia'll improve the
predictal)ility of these models.

Some Planned E\perimcnts

In twldr tio better chairacteri ei the hypothesis space which is used bv
1he1 i tu1ana rouhldshoo0ter. sV\er:l Iprebiinar'l experiniv, ts are planned.
These elIier! ment s involvc the Lise uif the test console shimn in IFigures 1-2
and i-:: !'fivro ar ie tl dislpia\ panels shown. (Ot, pr'esents info rmation to
0it. suh1 lt 11 . S. anid (tm dipila\ s the clrrent h\l,•fthc.4i. sjaptc' d t fth s Iu 't'I
anl Alispla\.4 tilt, .e qiucnlce (A actlimns iakell bv the, subt ect.
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At the top of the subject panel is a schematic of an electronic circuit.
Test points are identified at various points on the circuit schematic. These
test points are actually button switches which are actuated b the subject to
take a reading. S may take DC, AC and Ohm readings at each of the test
points. A multimeter is connected to a terminal on the front panel. To
properly take a test reading, S must set-up the toggle switches denoting which
reiding is intended, put the meter in the proper mode, and depress a button
on the circuit schematic. S verbally describes to the test monitor what the
expected reading should be before the test is taken and what reading was
observed.

Each of the possible malfunctions in the circuit is associated with a
pair of buttons on the bottom of the panel. At the conclusion of each test,
S depredses buttons to indicate which hypotheses he feels are no longer under"
consideration and which hypotheses he feels still may be possible. All infor-
mation is displayed on the monitor panel and is recorded on video tape. This
allows a permanent record of the sequence of actions, errors, and time at
which actions were performed. It facilitates the calculation of the interval
of time between certain tasks (the frame counter on the video tape recorder
is used to record cumulative time).

The experiments performed to date with this equipment have been
generally along the following lines. S is told that there is a malfunction in
the circuit. S proceeds to make a diagnostic test by taking a reading. While
making this reading, he has an opportunity to make errors in setting up the
front panel, setting up his test equipment, and in obs9erving the test reading.
He then is urged to make some assertion concerning the nature of his hypoth-
esis space by pressing buttons to indicate which hypotheses he thinks may be
true and which false. No change in the hypothesis space may be a response.
Once S makes a diagnostic decision, say, replace a resistor, E switches in
a good component to effect the replacement. S then proceeds to verify that
his diagnostic decision was correct. Before concluding, S is required to
assert that the circuit is now in rormal operating condition.

All symptom-hypotiesis relationships for the circuit are known. In
addition, it is possible to have S take a paper-and-pencil test which allows the
construction of his initial concept of symptom-malfunction relationships in
the circuit. That is P(di, j -- tilhj) are obtained according to the technician's
understanding of the circuit. Sonic experiments in this area have indicated
that there are substantial changes in S's sYmptom-malfunction concepts
dluring the actual diagnostic process: generally. S benefits from the exercise,
aid :n improvcmnient in the quality of the symptom-malfunction relationships
in the circuit mav be detected. The effect of this, of course. is that the
sets D are not cc,mstant throughout the experiment. It is hoped that further
information on changes in I) during the diagnostic procedure % ill be obtained
as a result of S's indicating the expected reading at each test as he proceeds.

Tihe central mot ivation for the experiments lies in obtaining an
in prl. ud tinderst anding of the hypothesis space that is used by the tech-
nm iatn. apI. Lilt imlatel, ani improved model of the huzi:an ,t,(-hnician :i a
p r( (ssor'.
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5. THE SANDIA HUMAN ERROR RATE BANK (SHERB)

Lynn V. Rigby
Sandia Corporation

The Sandia Human Error Rate Bank (SHERB) is not exactly an
accomplished fact. It is something we have planned for a long time, and do
work at occasionally, but it is still merely a small number of file cards
contained in a small file box, plus a few rough notes and data not yet trans-
ferred to the cards. Nonetheless, we felt that the philosophy, methodology,
and experience behind the file and the format used for the file would be of
value to anyone with similar interests.

Background

Such a data bank is by no means aa originaýl idea. You are doubtlessly
aware of the Index of Electronic Operability Data Store developed by the
American Institutes for Research??. This is still the most comprehensive
listing of human errors available, but the literature contains many other
compilations of human error rates, such as the very useful lists compiled
by Dunlap and Associates 2 , Aerojet-General 3 , General Electric 4 , and
Rocketdyne 5 .

Other listings and pertinent data can be found in a wide variety of
sources, such as industrial engineering works, quality control reports,
safety reports, and the general psychological literature. In fact, SHERB
actually began some years ago as a contract with the University of New
Mexico in which. in essence. Sandia asked psychology graduate students
to search the jiterature for records of human error rates in production
tasks 6 . That preliminary study led to a larger effort, again with the sup-
port of the University of New Mexico, and we soon hope to publish a
5000-item bibliography of sources of human performance, and particularly
humani error. data. This bibliography is now being indexed.

1 Munger. S.J.. Smith. R.W. and Payne, D.. An index of electronic equip-
ment operability: data store. Pittsburgh, Pa. : American Institutes for
Research eport AIR-C43-1/62-RP(1), January 1962.

2 Mitchell, M.B3.. Smith. R. L. and Verdi, A. P., Development of a technique
for establishing personnel performance standards (TEppS): Phase III - final
Eýr. Santa Monica, Calif. : Dunlap & Assoc., Inc., July 1966.

31rwin. 1.A.. Levits, J.J. and Freed, A.M.. Human reliability in the per-
formance of maintenance. Sacramento. Calif"7-Aerojet-General Corp.
Report LRP 317/TDR-63-218. May 1964.

IStave. A.M.. The 5uantification of human reliability, a feasibility demon-
stration. Philadelphia. Pa. : General Electric Spacecraft Department
Reixrt TIS 65SD216. March 1965.

5 Peters. G.A.. fl.a.l v.S. and Kuplent. C.. Hunim reliability iata. Canoga
Park. Calif. : Rocketdyne Report IDEP 347.90.00.00'GI-0.3, June 1965.

fillurlock. R. E, and Ikctcrson. G.M.. A survey of the literature on human
error_. .\AWliuerqlue. N.M. Univ'rsity of New Mexico. January 1963.
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Concurrent with the bibliographic effort. we collected copies in
various forms of some 3000 reprints of itsms listed in the bibliography.
These reprints are now on microfilm indexed for quick access. The ultimate
goal was. and still is. to convert the usable data in all those documents into
a common and easily accessible data file. now called SHERB. Due to the
pressures of higher priority tasks. this effort is proceeding slowly, but it
is proceeding.

Why SHERB?

Before discussing the file itself, it may be well to consider the basic
question, Why SHERB? The human factors group at Sandia is part of the
Systems Reliability Division, and its primary purpose is to quantify human
performance contributions to system rliability. In order to be meaningful.
such quantification must be compatible with common reliability statistics, and
the one aspect of human performance that is compatible is human error.

If human error is defined to be any variant of human performance that
reduces the probability of system or mission success. then failures due to
human error can be treated in a manner very similar to component failures;
that is. human errors can be predicted as a probabilistic function of the
variables determining or influencing that' human performance related to sys-
tem performance.

The prediction techniques employed at Sandia have been described by
Rook 7 . 8.9 and SwainlO. 11. 12, 13. Thesc teclmiques depend primarily upon
a detailed functions and task analysis; the preparation of logic tree diagrams
to allow analysis of the relevant inputs. outputs. interactions, pertinent
variables, and consequences; the estimation of the probability associated
with each limb of the tree diagram: and the appropriate probability statistics.

7Rook. L.W.. Reduction of human error in industrial production. Albu-
querque. N.M.: Sandia Corporation Technical Memorandum SCTM 93-62(14),
June 1962.

:3Rook. L.W.. Evaluation of system performance from rank-order data.
Human Factors. 1964. 6. 533-536.

9Rllook. L.W.. Motivation and human error. Albuquerque. N.M. : Sandia
Corporation Technical Memorandum SC-TM-65-135, September 1965.

10 Swain. A. D.. A method for performing a human factors reliability analysis.
Albuquerque. N.M. : Sandia Corporation Moiograph SCR-685. August 1963.

SIusain. A. D.. THERP. Albuquerque. N.M.: Sandia Corporation Reprint
SC-H- 1338. August 1964.

1l:Swain. A. I).. Field calibrated simulation. Albuquerque. N.M. : Sandia
('orporation Reprint SC-1R-67-1045. February 1967.

1:'Swlin, .A. 1).. Some limitations in using the simple multiplicative model in
)eh:a\ ior quantification. Reliability of human performance in work: a

s\-nlx)siunt of :he 19*6 aZ ntia! convention of thd A, lerican Phyehologi al
\ssociation. Wright-Patterson Air Force Base. 7,io: Arspace Medical
Ilkscdrch Laboratories Technical Rieport A.MRL-TIt-67-,,. in press.
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In any human task. a large number of discrete inputs, outputs, and
influencing variables come into play; and the human error analyst must be
able to assign occurrence and error probabilities to all of those that can
effect system failure. Despite our preferences for scientific rigor, there
is seldom time or funds to conduct experiments to obtain situation-specific
data; so we must depend, and depend heavily. upon our ability to extrapolate
from the known to the unknown, however unlikely the two may be.

SHERB. past experience, and whatever can be found in a quick look at
the literature constitute our pool of knows for any given application. It is an
inexact and heterogeneous pool and. despite care and expertise in interpre-
tation. our predictions can be considerably in error. But though accuracy
is to be desired and sought, inaccuracy is no bar to our efforts.

Whenever we feel strongly enough about an error-likely situation to
make an issue of it. we find others easy Lo convince that human error is so
important that gross predictions are better than none. Usually, no one is
really concerned with the accuracy of our figures. yet almost everyone is
willing to listen if we have figures; and they are willing to accept the figures
as reasonable once the basis and implications are presented. Such experi-
ence merely underscores three common expectations:

1. Scientists and engineers fuliy expect human performance to bave
a large impact on system performance; they need only to be
shown how and to what degree.

2. Numbers are the fundamental structure of any decision fabric in
any scientific and engineering environment.

3. The contribution of a human error analyst is primarily dependent
upon how quickly he can produce relevant and acceptable estimates.

Thus. the more data we have in SHERB. the larger our pool of "knowns."
the better qualified we are to make predictions. the more confidence we have
in those predictions. the more work situations we can address. and the more
frequently and more quickly we can contribute to a fuller and more accurate
interprewtion of system success or failure.

The SHERB Format

A:, it now stands. SHERB consists of a number of 5 x 8 inch file
cards. Thcqc cards are pre-printed in the format provided in Figures 5-1
,und 5-2. which show the front and back sides. respectively. Data are
entered upon the cards by hand or typewriter. and the cards are filed
alphabetically by task. The number of cards is small. but will increase
in time: and as the file grows, more sophisticated filing and cross ref-
erence systems c:a be readily applied, but these are not yet necessary.



In using the file, we simply flip through the cards until we find data
appropriate to the task or error we are interested in. If there is more
than one card for that task or error, we must decide which set of data is
most appropriate (or least inappropriate). If there is no suitable infor-
mation in the file. we must develop estimates from some other basis.
This usually requires some literature search. a paper analysis. and a
lot of soul searching. The information on the card ordinarily fills our
immediate needs. but the reference can be readily checked for further
details and background.

As shown in Figure 5-1. the top of the SHERB card provides for topic
descriptions of the interest area. task, type of error, and criterion for
error. These blanks are filled with such representative topics as:

Area Task Error Criterion

Assembly Access Abuse Accident

Communication Checkout Interchanging Accuracy

Design Connection Mismating Completion

Inspection Disconnection Misreading Consumption

Installation Display. linear Misuse Cost

Maintenance Fastening Omission Injury

Measurement Fault diagnosis Reversal Man time

Operation Handling Substitution System time

Along the left side of the card shown in Figure 5-1. the basic data
descriptors are recorded: these include the mean human error rate, the
standard deviation or comparable distribution parameter. the range, and
the shape of the distribution, where these can be determined. By human
error rate we mean the probability of error per opportunity for error.
Such information, of course, allows some latitude in extrapolation. For
instance, if the data are applicable to a situation in which other parameters
seem notably higher or lower, we may choose some ordinate other than the
mean as the basis for prediction. Any such choice is both the exercise and
the proof of expertise. but the logic becomes tenuous to the degree that dis-
tribution parameters are unknown.

In recording the data. we use whatever significant digits are provided
by the source. and leave any rounding to the instance of use. although one
significant digit usually reflects the accuracy of the data. The figures are
listed as decimals. for example, as 0.0021. rather than 21 x 10-4 or to
some standard bac such as 10-6. Decimals are more easily grasped and
more commonly understood. at least up to five or six decimal places.
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In thc "No Opportunity" blank, we fill in whatever denominator
information is provided. This seems to be an inadequately understood
area. In any assembly task, for instance, it is not sufficient merely to
record the number of soluering errors per number cf units produced.
In order to be fully meaningful, the data must show the number of soldcr-
ing points per unit. at least. It is also helpful to show any differences
among the soldering points that might make a difference in either fre-
quency or type of error. For instance, were all wires inserted through
holes and soldered, or were some looped, wrapped, or pigtailed?

Similarly, brief topic descriptors are used to identify the job area.
the kind of data, the kind and level of subjects. the working environment.
and the climatic conditions the data were obtained under. The numnber of
subjects is taken as given in the source, and representative topics in each
of the other areas include:

Job Area Kind Data Subjects Work Envir. Climate

Auto driver Accident/Incident Analysts Airborne Arctic

Clerk Deficiency report Naive Factory Desert

Navigator Feedback data Task skilled Field unit High altitude

Pilot Field test data Tech reps Laboratory Indoor, Std.

Secretary Lab experiment Semi-skilled Office Under sea

Technician A/A inspection Students Space borne Z.I.

ouch topics merely indicate the general conditions under which the
data were obtained. and the next few rows identify and evaluate the major
assumptions underlying the data. particularly:

The stress level the subjects were working under

The quality of workspace haurnan engineering

The quality of equipment human engineering

The quality and representativeness of performance aids used

The quality of supply and support employed or assumed
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The above ar t rated on a seven-point scale via checks made directly
on the SHERB card, as shown in Figure 5-1. The values in the scale indicate
the following ranges:

-3 = worse than -3r (- worst 0.1%)

-2 = between -2a amd -3o-(- 2%)

-I = between - laand -2 (- 14%)

0 = la (- 68%)

+ 1 = between + 1a- and + 2 (- 14%)

+ 2 = between + 2u and +3- (3- 2%)

+ 3 = better tnan + 3o- (T~ best 0. 1%)

The use of this kind of scale is not intended to imply greater accuracy
in rating; rather, it simply forces us to think in terms of a normal distribu-
tion of events. The great majority of event's are "more or less average."
and they receive the middle. or zero, rating. This kind of rating scale
seems to be more useful and more appropriate to probability analysis than
a linear scale.

Similar evaluations are made of the statistical reliability (repeatabil-
ity), validity re the test or experimental situation, generalizability of the
data beyond the test or experimental situation, and credibility of the source.
Such notes, which are largely subjective, are merely reminders of the gen-
eral limitations of the data. We may ignore these linmitations. but at least
we know what they were or seemed to be.

The rest of the card is essentially unstructured. The front allows
condensation of any detailed breakdown of the data, as illustrated in Fig-
ure 5-1. and the reviewer is identified by name. organization, and date at
the bottom of the card. Where others in the human factors group are famil-
iar with the source work. we have them review and corroborate the
evaluation.

The back of the card. as illustrated in Figure 5-2. is filled with
abstracted narrative in accordance with the following instructions:

1. Task description. What task was being performed when the error
was made? How frequently was this task performed? What kinds
of activities intervened? What were the task inputs and outputs?
And how was the task performed?

"2. Error description. What was the nature of the error class or
classes? WhVat tolerance limits or requirements defined the
error? And what criteria were used in the tabulation of error?

:1. Situational variables. In general. what was the situation in which
the task was performed and errors made? Were any key irndepen-
(lent parameters important to definition or interpretation of errors?
Wert, there conditions which may have systematically increased or
decreased the chargeability. detectabiliy, or recordability of
crrors? Were there any artifactual restrictions which may influ-
cnce the generalizability of the findings? If there was arty analysis
or tJst ot significauce. show the procedures employed. rew!ts
O)b)tained. and conclusionros drawn.
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4. Source. Provide a complete bibliographic reference- authors,
title, document number, publisher, city and state, date, DDC or
other reference number, classification, and page reference.

All of the foregoing matters are completely dependent upon the infor-
mation provided by the source. If the source does not make such matters
clear, we can either estimate the apparent conditions or leave the card
blank in that area. In either case, we have just that much less of an idea
of how relevant the data are to any potential application. Of course, these
are the kinds of information which are, or shodd be, provided by even
reasonably thorough research reporting.

Data Sources and Interest Areas

The data incorporated into SHERB comes from many sources. Most
of it is extracted directly from the literature, particularly works already
mentioned. Some of it is derived from Sandia development and field tests,
some from special Sandia studies (unpublished), and some of it consists of
estimates that we have had to develop at one time or another and keep on
file for later use. A summary of the major kinds of data encountered, Ind
estimates of their relative merits, is provided in Table 5-1.

TABLE 5-1. Evaluation of Human Error Data Available

HER HER HER
Kind of Data Availability Coverage Reliability Validity

Q/A In-Plant Inspections* Good Poor Poor Poor

Individual opinion, Good Good Poor Poor
no analysis

Acceptance test data* Fair Poor Fair Fair

Individual analytic estimate Poor Good Fair Fair

Accident/ Incident Good Poor Fair Fair
data summary*

In Work Deficiency Reports* Poor Poor Fair Good

Field Feedback Data* Fair Poor Fair Good

Accident/incident data rawv* Poor Poor Good Good

Field Test Data* Fair Poor Fair Good

Mezw of Scaled Opinion. Poor Coud Good Good

Experiment in Work Poor Good Good Good
Situation

Quality Evaluation System Good Fair Good Good
Test

i:ilxbrato•y Experiment Good Good Gooo Good

*A',suniing good dunominator information. Ihich is usually lacking.
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With the present paucity of such data, we really don't do much in the
way of selection. if we can find it. we will use it, at least until better is
available. But the information must be convertable to the probability of
error per opportunity for error: data which do not have good denominator
information are essentially useless, except to indicate failure events or
modes. We are, of course, primarily concerned with four broad species
of human error:

1. Assembly errors are human errors committed in compoaent and
equipment production, which somehow pass acceptance procedures
and remain undetected until they cause problems in 'he field.
These include both things like soldering errors, which eventually
cause failures outright, and defects which may contribute to other
errors. such as an off-center handle or control. etc. Incidentally,
we are beginning to believe that undetected assembly error is the
primary source of unreliability, particularly in equipment composed
7f highly reliable components.

2. Installation errors are human errors committed in the installation
or integration of a unit into a larger equipment or facilit', complex.
Like assembly errors, installation errors may have long lasting
effects on total s- 'em reliability. particu!arly if we include the
integration of operational procedures.

3. Operator errors are human errors committed in the operation of
the equipment and associated transport, handling or support equip-
ment. The effects of such errors are directly related to both
equifment and reliability and mission success or failure.

4. Maintenance errors are human errors committed in the perfor-
mance of equipment maintenance. which directly influence equip-
ment rel,.bility and thereby indirectly iniluence mission success
or f.'ilure. Maintenance can also directly influence mission
ouccess.

Taken in aggregate, -:he above acconit for a large portior of total
system failure. Just how much is a matter of growing concern, and this
onncern, we hcpe. will be accomparied by increasing attention to systematic

-diction and nDeasurement of human error. Jur own experince indicates
that the percentage )f jystem failures caused by human error is at least as
high as th'e 50 k%: 6i0 percent suggested by the classic studies of Shaeoe014
and Zellerl 3 a,.d can be as high as 80 to 90 percent in some ca3es.

Unfortunately. accidents and mission failures resulting from human
errors that do not result in equipment failures :ýre not rci~orted with the
same regularity and accuriecy as equipment failures. And even the reporting
o_ equipment failures omits much good human error data. Our greatest need
is stiIl for good feedback data to tell us not only what the real problems are.

"143hapero. A.. Cooper. J.I.. I-appaport. J.. Schaeffer. 1R.H. and Bates. C.. Jr..
Human engineering testing ;Pnd malfunction data collection in weapon .ystem
tcsty2rzam. Wright-Patterson Air Force Base. Ohio: Wrlght Air Divelop-
"nient Cvnt-.r Te,:tnical Report WADC TR 60-36. February lb60.

t'.Clher, A. F.. Human limitations and aircraft design. Air Force - Industry
Confcrunvc. W155.
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but what the actual error rates are. If we know the error rates. we can
plan around them or try to reduce them and evaluate the effectiveness of
whichever course is taken.

We do have unpublished, classified data showing that mission failure
due to human error is four times as frequent as that due to component fail-
ure in weapon drop tests. We also have a rough idea as to how the various
species of human error are generally related to the total life cycle of equip-
ment, and these are diagrammed in Figure 5-3.

The effects of assembly and installation errors. of course, tend to
decrease with time as faulty units are detected and replaced in equipment
checkout, maintenance, and retrofit programs. There is usually a slow
startup of operations and some initial learning effect in both operator and
maintenance errors; then, the operator error rates tend to stabilize, but
maintenance errors tend to increase with increases of component failures
during the wearout phase of components. This is a rough notion, but it
may give you something to think about, for it has implications for the ques-
tion: What are we predicting to? And it has some relevance to the meaning
of error rate data collected at different phases of the life cycle.

Second ondy to the lack of field feedback data, the major problem in
human error analysis is the variety and unevenness of the data available.
Of necessity. we must often use data at its face value, but the data vary
widely in terminology, manner of development, and level of reporting. Any
efforts at standardization of tiese matters will greatly aid the progress of
prediction techniques.

Along these lines, we prefer to call our figures 'human error rates,"
because this is a straightforward, unequivocal, and generally acceptable
concept; it describes exactly the kind of information we can use most
effectively; and the acronym, HER, is guaranteed to get attention. More
euphemistic terms such as "human reliability," "zero defects," or "human
success probability" mean different things to other specialists, such as
flight surgeons. quality inspectors, and personnd people.

Most people seem to be ready to accept the fact of human error. and
this fact can be dealt with more effectively if dealt with openly. Too, if it
is called "human error," it is more likely to be dealt with by behavioral
scientists, as it should be. It is both useful and important, however, to
distinguish, as Rook does, between situation-caused errors (SCE) and
human-caused errors (HCE). Emphasis on SCE, especially when srt~ing
up error collection t rograms, helps remove the unfortunate and inappropri-
ate onus attached to the words 'vhuman error."

Concluding Notes

SHERB. then, is a small file as yet: more an idea than an actuality.
But it is grow:ng. and it is a v'ry useful and necessary adjunct t- human
error predictian. for the accuracy of such predictions and the effort
rtequirced to tievelop them depend hea~i') upon the avilability and access-
ibilitv of reasonably solid and generalizable data. upon the "knowns" of
human performance.
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When the file is more presentable, perhaps it can be published in full.
In the meantime, we would be interested in exchanging such information with
those of you who are developing comparable files of your own. And for those
of you who are not developing such files, may we suggest that you consider it.
You will be surprised at how useful it will become.

Obviously, the data currently available leave much to be desired.
Merely complaining about this will accomplish little. Rather, it is the
responsibility of every human factors specialist to specify what he needs,
to determine how it should be collected, and to state clearly the value of
having it. As soon as the human factors community acts In concert in this
fashion, we will have good human error rate data; and there does not seem
to be any aspect of human or man-machine performance that cannot be
meaningfully interpreted in terms of human error.

II
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6. A PRAGMATIC APPROACH TO THE PREDICTION 01'
OPERATIONAL PERFORMANCE

David Meister
Bunker-Ramo Corporation

The pragmatic approach referred to in the title of this paper assumes
several things:

1. There is conscious attempt to avoid mathematical models and
theoretical internal behavioral processes in developing predictions
of operator performance. Of course, one cannot avoid these com-
pletely, but the goal is to extrapolate predictive indices directly
from empirical data. These predictions assume that data can be
generalized so that operator performance on equipment X can be
used to predict operator performance on equipment Y if the two
equipments and two operator populations are similar.

2. The emphasis iii the pragmatic orientation is therefore on data,
not theory. With this orientation data will be accepted from any
source, even though these data may be less than completely pre-
cise or complete or otherwise tainted by inadequacies. The prag-
matist will attempt to maximize whatever he has.

3. Nevertheless, he recognizes that his predictions must involve or
be organized aroumd certain parameters which are assumed to be
important to operator performance; these will be discussed below.
These parameters however, are selected primarily on the basis of
h:s concept of "real life" equipment operations. This permits him
to take full advantage of his logical and experimental prejudices.

It may appear irom the above that the pragmatic orientation is overly
simplistic, possibly even naive. In view, however. of the appalling lack of
data to act as a foundation foi theory construction. elaborate theories, par-
ticularly those possessing great mathematical sophistication. appear to be
largely exercises in fantasy.

Despite this, anyone who is acquainted with the author's previous papers
on the subject of predicting operator performance 1 , 2 is aware that there is
considerable correspondence between his orientation and that of. for example,
Altman3 . Blanchard . and Swain5 .

iMeister. D. Methods of Predicting Human Reliability in Man-Machine Sys-
tems. Human Factors. Vol. 6. No. 6. 1964.

2 Meister, I). Deveiopment of Human Reliability indices, in Proceedings
Symposium on Human Pcrformance Quantification in System Effectiveness.
Washington. D.C.. January 1967.

3 Mungcr, S.F. et al. D)ata Store: An Index of Elec(tLz ..... Equipment Operabil-
ity. R,,port AIR-C43-1/62-RP(1). American Institute for Research. Pitts-
burgh. Pa.. Jant.i,,y 1962.

'Blanchard, It. E. et al. Development of a Technique for Establishing Person-
nel Pcrforrianme Standards (TEPPS): Phase 13 Final Report. Dunlap and
.\ssoci:,tvs. Inc.. Santa Monica. California. January 1966.

`Swain. .\. 1). A ,Method for Performing a Human Factors Reliability Analysis.
Repxrt SCR-6%5. Sandi:a Corporation. Albuquerque. New Mexico. August 1963.
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Like them, he finds it necessary to analyze system operations into
relatively discrete units of behavior (e. g. tasks or sub-tasks) to which
predictions can be applied. These units of behavior arc organized
around relatively molecular control display components (e. g. knobs,
dials, meterj, toggle switches) which appear to be practical dimensions
for describing the many different equipments for which one must
predict. Like his colleagues also, the predictive data applied to these
behavioral units are phrased probabilistically. The predictive indices
applied are extrapolations of success/failure ratio data (i. e. s/r., where
(s) is the number of successful completions of a task and (n) is the
number of times that task has been attempted). The prediction is
usually phrased in four figures, e. g.. 8763. Since the sub-task or
task unit level is relatively mlecular, predictions for these units
must be progressively combined to develop predictions for more molar
units like system functions. This is done using a mathematical
equation which describes the interrelated operation of these tasks as
a guide. Hopefully one arrives at a single predictive value for the
effectiveness of personnel operating the total equipment, subsystem or
system.

As a pragmatist; one is concerned mainly about two things:
(1) the data needed to make meaningful predictions of operator
performance; (2) the ways in which the necessary data can be secured.
These form the twD themes of this paper.

It is a commonplace of meetings such as these to bewail the
absence of sufficient data. As the author discovered in attempting
to develop tables for predicting operator performance 6 , there are some
data, enough to make a start at prediction, but hardly enough to be
satisfied with the predictive results. Since it is foolishness to
contemplate the task of gathering all possible data on all possible
parameters, the question arises; what data are needed. Until this
question is answered, not much can be done to structuro the data
gathering process.

Both logically and heuristically it can be assumed that a
restricted number of parameters account for the greatest part of the
operator's performance. This assumption is a matter of faith as well
as logic, because if human performance were equally affected by all
possible factors, it woukc, be infinitely variable and hence unpredictable.

6These tables were developed fi)r the Rome Air Dlevelopment Center
under contract AF30(602)-4020. The purpose of this contract was to
develop methods by which the Organization. Cost and Effectiveness
characteristics (human performance prediction being included under
E:ffectivencss) coulh be evaluated at the proposal stage.
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These parameters tend to be task-oriented or at least to be
related to operational system requirements. YLhe significance of a
parameter or its importance to performance will vary as a function
of the conditions under which the parameters are exercised.
Resolution is considered, for example, to be a significant parameter,
as will be seen below, but only if the equipment being operated involves
displays and only if these displays require perceptual functions which
are significantly affected by poor resolution (an on-off light without a
legend on it would be relatively immune to this parameter). If these
conditions do not exist, resolution can be ignored. Those parameters

whose effect, even when exercised, !s minor, can presently be ignored
for predictive purposes. As more empirical data are secured, these
minor parameters can be incorporated in the prediction and predictive
efficiency should increase.

The parameters selected as significant obviously define what data
are needed, since the review of the literature performed in order to
develop the predictive tables referred to previously revealed that no
parameter is described by an adequate amount of data. There are
obviously a host of possible parameters, as Altman' has pointed
out. Some of the parameters finally selected (e. g. resolution) may
be found in Altman's Data Store and represent rather fundamental

(molecular) human engineering characteristics. Others, like the
perceptual-motor or decision-making function performed by the operator,
are relatively molar. The criterion used in selecting a parameter as
important was: is it reasonable to expect in the operational situation
that a major change in the value of the parameter will F -duce a major
change in operator performance. Many of the human er ering
characteristics about which experimental studies have bet.. eerformed
(e. g. the effect of toggle switch angle of throw) were rejected because
their effect was considered trivial.

The unit of behavior for which one predicts is composed not
only of the individual control-display component which is operated to
perform a given function (e. g. tracking), but also the parameters
which influence the operation of that component. One cannot, for
example, predict the probability of successfully throwing a toggle
switch unless one includes as factors in the prediction the number of
other switches in which the one switch is embedded, the organization
of these switches and the sequence of their activation. Hence, in order
to develop precictive data it is necessary to specify not only the
component but also the particular parametric conditions under which
that component is being operated. The discussion below will describe
what are considered significant parameters and the conditions under
which relevant data can be secured.

7.X\tm11u. J.\W. Classification of fllwmn Error'. pwesentcd at the meeting
vf the Americwan sychologic:Al Association. September. 1966.



Which parameters were selected as being important? As was
indicated previously, the most elemental dimensions which appear to
influence the operator's response are those which describe his
controls and displays: (1) their number; (2) their organization;
and (3) the sequence in which they must be utilized. The fact that
these dimensions are so fundamental would lead one to anticipate
that considerable information would be available concerning them;
in fact, there is practically none.

Data must therefore be collected concerning the effect on
performance of the number of identical components from which the
control(s) to be activated or the display(s) to be read must be
sel3cted. Although at any particular moment in operation the
operator responds to the single control or display to be utilized,
that control or display is usually embedded in a number of other
controls and displays. The selection process requires the operator
to discriminate the single control or display from the surrounding
others. Presumably the larger the number of embedding controls/
displays, the greater the difficulty of discrimination and the lower
the probability of successful response. This parameter has been
restricted for convenience to identical hardware components, because
it is assumed that where controls and displays are recognizably
different from each other, the problem of selection is much less.
However, it would be desirable to determine the probability of
correct utilization as a function of the total number of controls
and aibplays, regardless of type, on a control panel.

It is relatively simple to determine by observation the number of
identical or non-id3ntical controls/displays which form the embedding
context. However, this determination is influenced by the organization
of these controls and displays.

This organization may be modular (side by side, horizontal or
vertical) or non-modular (located in various positions around the
control panel). What makes an organization modular is the tieing
together in the same physical control panel area of functionally
related controls and displays. If components are not organized into
one panel area by some principle involving relationship among the
components, they are considered non-m)dular. An exception may arise
where the number of controls and displays in very few and/or arc
arranged strictly according to the operal.ing procedure. In that event,
the arrangement would also be considered modular. It is assumed
that the probability of successful response is lowered where
organization is non-modular.

Obviously, in any particular case a decision is required about
what constitutes the module, but this judgment should not be tno
difficult. To determine the number and the organization of the
controls and displays to which the operator must respond, one must
first determine the responses required in any single procedural step
(%vwere the operating task involves more than one step). One must
hMvf or be able to develop at least a rough operating procedure which
can be broken down into its component steps.
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The third elemental parameter is the sequence of control-display
use. Sequence refers to the order in which controls and displays must
be used sequentially in successive operating steps or in which more
than one control must be activated or more tuan one display read in
the same procedural step. If that sequence of activation or reading
conforms to the arrangement of the controls and displays on the
equipment, it is called a fixed sequence. For example, if a module
contained four switches in a row and the operator had to throw them
in 1, 2, 3, 4 order within the same step or in a sequence of four
steps, the sequence is fixed. If, for some reason the operator had to
throw them in order 2, 4, 3, 1, the sequence would be variable. If
the switches were non-modularly organized, and if they had to be thrown
in an order which bore no relationship to their location, this would be
considered also a variable sequence. It is assumed that the probability
of successful performance is less when the sequence is variable.
Sequence can be determined by observation of equipment operations or
by analysis of an operating procedure.

One should also know something about the accuracy required of the
operator in performing a task. This accuracy may be of two types:
(a) determined by the nature of the control-display component or (b)
by an operational requirement which sets a criterion of successful
performance. The first type is exemplified by a scale on a 2-omplex
meter which requires interpolation; the second by an operational
requirement that no more than two errors be made in inputting any message
sequence. One would assume (this is only an assumption because precise
data are lacking) that a quantitative meter demands more accuracy of
the operator than does a qualitative one; typing a rough draft requires
less accuracy of a typist than does typing a final draft. Presumably
the probability of successful response is lower when required accuracy
is greater.

This kind of information too should be fairly easy to determine by
analysis of the control-display component and the operating procedure.

Another parameter for which information is needed is what we
call operator loading or pacing. The essential element in this
parameter is that the operator must respond at some rate other than
that which he would ordinarily assign to himself. Where the operator
himself •_ntrols the speed with which he responds, loading is absent.
Where the operator must respond as rapidly as he can (i. e. with
some strain) or at a speed which must match the rate at whicb stimuli
are presented to him (provided that rate is faster than his normal
response speed), he is considered to be loaded. It is assumed that
the probability of suecess~ul performance is less when the operator is
loaded.

This type of loading is peculiar to time stress and is not
assumed to represent a generalized "anxiety" state. Obviously
operator loading %-ries on a continuum, but in terms of the tables
referred to earlier loading has been arbitrarily conceived as a binary
factor, i.e. it is or is not a significant factor. The reason is that
we have very little data on the effect of different amounts of time
stress on performance. Time stress can sometimes be inferred from
the operating procedure or by observation of operator performance
(inCeuding interviews) in the operational environment. However, for
precise data, quantitatively relating time stress to performance
SUCCess, experimenta'ion is required.
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Display exposure time also varies infinitely. Moreover, the
criterion of what is adequate exposure time (from an operator
performance standpoint) depends to a large extent on what must be
discriminated and the context of that discrimination. Since data
dealing with the effect of exposure time on various functions are
largely lacking, it has been necessary in constructing the predictive
tables refarred to earlier to assume (based on the very little data
available) that any exposure time less than 10 seconds for a complex
display is restricted, and to collapse the parameter into a binary
condition: adequate and restricted. It is assumed there is a lower
probability of successful performance in reading a display when its
exposure time is restricted.

This parameter is one which it would be difficult, lacking
proper controls, to study in the operational environment.

Display visibility may be acceptable or Low, depending on whether
or not •he display meets standards of resolution, contrast or image
distortion. If the latter are significantly below standards required for
perceiving the display without strain, visibility is low. Presumably the
probability of successful performance is lower under conditions of low
visibility, taking into account the accuracy reqdired of the task.
However, again the amount of available data is quite small.

Actually, most systems are constructed with the proper display
visibility and there is some suggestion in the literature that the effect
of non-optimal visibility on operator performance is relatively small
except for certain special complex display subsystems (e. g. radar) and
tasks (photointerpretation). Like display exposure time it would be
extremely difficult to secure precise data on the effects of display
visibility in the operational environment.

The nature of the stiMulus presented in a display (i. e. whether
it is structured or unstructured) is also important to the operator's
performance. A structured stimulus is one to which the operator
responds directly and immediately, in terms of an already learned meaning
(e. g. an alphanumeric character). In contrast, an unstructured stimulus
must be analyzed in terms of its basic dimensions, before its meaning
can be identified. For example, a sonar pip (which is unstructured)
must first be analyzed in terms of size, shape and brightness before it
can be categorized as a submarine. It is assumed that success
probability is lower in responding to unstructured stimuli.

The number of visual stimuli displayed may v-try greatly, of
course, from a single alphanumeric on a CRT to masbed columns and
rows of alphanumerics on a large screen display. It is assumed that
the probability of success in detection, discrimination and identification
decreases as a direct (although probably non-linear) function of the
number oi visual stimuli the operator must respond to.
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Although it is simple to determine the type of stimulus being
presented, it is difficult to secure precise data on the effect of
number of stimuli in other than a controlled, experimental situation.
The specification of the type of hardware display often (but not always)
indicates the type of stimulus presented by the display (e. g. a radar
display usually -- but not always -- indicates an unstructured stimulus).
Where this is the case it is unnecessary to apply a special predictive
index (i. e. a standard error rate or failure probability) for this
parameter, although one must consider it in developing predictive indices
and in selecting a particular index for prediction.

Where the number of stimuli is determined by external systems
(e. g. aircraft) it may be difficult to apply a standard predictive index
to this parameter because that number is not a fixed quantity.

Operator function, defined in terms of the type of response
specifically required of the operator by the task, is another crucial
parameter. The functions involved are:

a. discrete control response;

b. continuous control response;

c. simple monitoring (no detection required);

d. detection;

e. discrimination;

f. perceptual-motor coordination (e. g. tracking);

g. stimulus identification;

%. information extraction (e. g. counting or updating stimuli);

i. decision-making based on the coordination of information
from multiple display sources.

This listing is of course not exhaustive and others might suggest
variations.

While no linear continuum of difficulty can be associated with
these categories, it can be assumed that, all other things being equal,
success probability is greater with simple functions (e g. discrete
control responses) than it is with more complex ones (e. g. stimulus
identification or decision making).

It is relatively easy to determine the existence of simple functions,
like control functions, because thase are usually implicit in the
control or display component (e.g. switch activation requires a discrete
control response). For theee functions special predictive indices are
not required because they are implicit in the operation of the componei.t.
It is much more difficult, however, to Identify the functions involved
in operating complex equipme.t. At the moment it is unclear whether
for these complex functions special predictive indices will be required,
or whether they car be subsumed in the particular equipment (e. g. to
assume that large screen displays always require discrimination and
stimulus identification). Much more data will be required to ans%%r
this question.
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Stimulus movement, as a paramster to be included in prediction of
operator performance, is important only when the display involvea moving
stimuli. Obviously, that movement can vary over a range of values;
hence the determination of performance data relative to thi3 parameter
can only be precisely gathered in an experimental environment.

Obviously controls and displays are activated not only separately
but alao (and probably more often) in a coordinated manner. Multi-
plying the performance probabillty for a control (e. g.. 9843) with
that of a display operated in coordination with the control (e. g.. 8772)
will not necessarily give one the same performance prediction (.8634)
one would get if data are collected relative to the Integrated operation
of the two. Hence it is necessary to consider the characteristics of
control-display coordination. This parameter is defined as activation
of a control in conjunction with or in response to a display or perception
of a display in response to a control activation. It may have the
following variations:

a. activation of control is primary, the display being only
feedback;

b. activation of a control to elicit a display reading;

c. activation of a control to adjust or match a display reading;

d. activation of a control in response to a display, which may
include

(1) activation as a response to a simple display pattern
involving recognition of the onset of that display pattern
(e. g. push the button when the light comes on);

(2) activation as a response to complex display patterns
involving discrimination of alternative display patterns
or activation in response to information coordinated
from multiple displays (e. g. perform response X when
displays A and B occur together, but not if , or B
alone occur).

These control-display relationships can be observed operationally, but
thel'r quantitative measurement (particularly the more complex
relationships) will require an experimental environment.

It is also necessary to take account of the fact that more than one
task may be performed concurrently by tne same operator. Hence it
is necessary to consider in one's pred~ctic',s concurrent activities.
It is assumed that where the operator must perform concurrent (altirc_-1i
perhaps subordinate) functions at the same time he is operating his
controls and %isplays, the probability of successful response is decreased.
Among the major concurrent activities may be communicating
information directly or via internom, recording data, plotting graphs
or other charts, filing, etc.

The operation of this parameter can be relatively easily observed.
To secure data on the impact of this parameter, however. it will be
necessary to compare two concurrent activities with the performance of each
one separately. This can be done in the operational environment,
but it will require careful selection of different operational situations.
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The amount of information which the operator must handle

obviously influences his performance. The definition of this parameter
is extremely difficult, however, where compleix control-display equipment
is involved and it is unlikely that precise informatioi, about its
effect can be secured except in the experimental situation. For present
predictive purposes amount of information has been defined only
comparatively, in terms of the number of categories of data presented
in any one display channel. For example, a discrete indicator
might present only two levels of information (e. g. power off-on);
a qualitative meter might display three levels (bands) of information
(e g. in-tolerance, warning, and out-of-tolcrance). It is probable
that the greater the amount of information the operator must handle,
the lower the probability of successful task completion.

A parameter which was considered, but which was not included in
the predictive tables because of lack of data, is feedback. Feedback
may be of two types: (a) direct, that provided directly by a display specifically
designed to provide this information; (b) indirect, that provided by
the progression of displayed equipmL;ct events or status which accords
(or does not accord) with the operator's learned expectitions of how
the equipment should perform under normal conditions. Indirect
feedback is always present in equipment operations, but because it is
so nebulous, so difficult to define, it is not considered as one of
the effective parameters. However, the provision of direct feedback
should improve the probability of responding successfully. r.,rect
feedback should be easily identifiable in the operationn.i environment.

Data must be secured in terms of individual control-display
components as influenced by the parameters assumed to affect the
operation of these components. Table 6-1 indicates the parameters
assumed to be effective (under specified conditions) in the operation
of particular controls and displays. The control-display component is
listud vertically, the parameters horizontally. An X in the matrix
cell indicates that a particular parameter should be considered iin
determining the predictive value for a given coutrol-d~splay component.
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It was indicated earlier that although many parameters may
influence the operation of a given control-display component, not all
of tiese are equally influential. (This is why ih is possible to
ignore some of them in developing the predictive indices.) Hlence
the large number of parametric interactions implied in Table 6i-1
should not be too upsetting; in any given operational condition the
pred.ictor may decide, using his knowledge of that condition, to
eliminate one or more of these parameters as being in this
condition not important enough to warrant including.

A parameter was related to a control-display component in
Table 6-1 if it wis considered to have a potential effect, however slight.
Certain parameters (i. e. operator function, concurrent activities)
are related to all co'nponents, since each requires some behavioral
function or could have another concurrent activity associated with it.
In general, a parametric effect was singled out for attentio-. in
Table 6-1 if the predictor should consider the parameter in determining
the predictive index. After examination, the parameter may be rejected
as not being applicalle to a given operation. For example, one must
determine in all cases whether or not a concurrent activity is going on,
out many cases will have no concurrent activity and one then simply
ignores the parameter.

Every operating situation is obviously influenced by more than one
parameter which exert their effect, not individually, but in interaction.
For that reason, although it simplifies the predictive situation consider-
ably, one can only, artificially attach to the parameter a standard
decremental value (i. e. error or failure rate) reprvserning the influence
of that parameter. (These parameters have a negative influence on
performance because they complicate the operator's task and thus
reduce the reliability of his performance. just as an additional conponent
tends to reduce equipment reliability.) They have no positive effect
(i. e. to improve the probability of successful pmrformance, because the
optimal situation is one in which the effect of the parameter is nil,
that is, the parameter does not exist). So, for example, the absence
of feedback in control activation might represent a penalty (error rate)
of . 0030 (invented number, of course) to be subtracted from the
prediction of optimal performance (1. 00). Nevertheless, Altman in his
data store established standard performance probabilities for particular
parameters; and it was found necessa.-y to do the same in the predictive
tables referred to earlier, solely as i means of simplifying the problem
of handling the large number of interactive parameters.

flow these parameters combine in relation to the same control-
display c(;mponent (L. e. additively or multiplicatlJely', is another
problem which will be so!ved only when there is a sufficient amount
of data available so that one can compare the effect of various parametric
comihinations.

flow can one secure (aidL on these 1mrametric conditions?
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The experimental method of securing data is so familiar that it
need only be referred to. Moreover, if there need be any other

,,ison for de-emphasizing the experimental niethod in this paper, it
is because the author confesses to a lingering doubt that the
experimental work performed in the future will supply the necessary
data. The reason is that the choice of the parameters to study and tfie
means of studying them have been left largely to personnel with an
academic orientation which is not responsive to the needs of the
human factors discipline. In view of the extremely poor record which
numan factors research has to date iW supplying requisite data (to
develop his data store Altman found only 164 relevant studies,
most of which are considered by this author to be irrelevant), one
can hardly hope that the experimental situation will change very soon.

A major complaint against traditional human factors experimentation
is that most of the tasks and equipment used are remote from the
tasks and equipment used operationally; hence, the results are non-
applicable. In addition, the experimental situation is complicated by
the fact that while prediction is concerned with the successful/
unsucc.ssful pLrformance of tasks, the experimental studies performed
have emphasized errors and/or response time. In fact, in many cases
tho operation studied has not been an operationally meaningful Lask
at all but rather an action with meaning only for the study. In other
cases (too many, unfortunately) the raw data are not reported. Then
again, ii, many studies only a comparatively few trials have been
given (only enough to establish the base for some statistical test of
confidence) so that the subject cannot be considered to be properly
trained in his activity. Finally, a major limitation of experimental
studies has been the use of a non-applicable subject population
(usually college students).

If one cannot rely on experimentation to provide the requisite
e ita, why not attempt to gather what one can from the operational
situatior.?

The problem of data collection in the operational environment is
not one of measurement per se, since the measurement of task success/
failure requires merely counting of the frequencies of such successes or
failures. (Task success/failure is a purely binary condition determined
by the success criterion. ) The difficulty in operational measurement is
the setting up of conditions which permit one to isolate the parameters
whose relationship to task success one is interested in. If one can
identify the effective parameters in the operational environment, the
measurement problem disappears. However, since parameters usually
exist in interaction, it is almost impossible to .solate a tinLe parameter.

The solution of the problem is to look fcr thise parametric
conditions in the operational environment which display the combinations
of parameters one Nvishes to measure. Since the performance data
one secures is always related to two or more parameters, it is necessary
to find different combinations of these parameters in the operational
situation, to treasure them, and then compare the results. Thus,
ome might look for an equipment or system which invnlved few
unstructured stimuli and compare it with a similar situation involving
few structured stimuli. Differences would suggest the effect on
I•r'iornuance of types of stimulus.

6i- 1•



Thus, this .iutnor feels that dospite the manifest difficulties
in operational data collection, some useful data can be gathered.
In that way one would be so much the more ahead of the game, in
addition, collecting data on those parameters which can be coll,:ct,•'d
in thc field might act as a spur to the experimentalists bv showing
them what can and should be clone, even under non-opt~mai data
collection conditions.

To gather data operationally a pragmatic strategy is suggested:

(1) On the basis of the components and parameters listed in
Table 1, determine which equipments and parameters; one
wishes to collect data on and examine the available
operational situations for the one(s) most closely resembling
those desired. This examination would invole not only an
analysis of the equipment's control-display components, but
a review of its op)erating procedure. This is necessary
because where ..n equipment includes in Its operation (as
many do) a number of different control-display' components
and tasks, the operation must be broken down into the
sub-tasks whioh pertain to these control-disp,.ay components.
It is necessary also to determine how the st) -tasks are
related to tlhe overall operating goal; this in order to specify
the criterion of successful task completion.

(2) Describe all of the major parameters which can be isolated
by observation of the operational situation. This is necessary
if one wishes later to compare this operational situation
with others. Colect data by performing the necessary
measuring operations.

(3) Repeat this process for other operational situations involving
the same equipment operation with different combination of
parameters (e. g. structured vs. unstructured stimuli) or
different parametric values (e. g. restricted vs. adequate
exposure time). Collect data on these other situations.

(4) Compare the results of studies involving the same equipment
components but different parametric conditions. If a sufficient
number of parametric conditions have been sampled, it will be
possible to assign differences in performance to differences
in these conditions. Thus, if the only difference b(ttween sets
of parametric conditions is one of resolution, then a particular
decremental value can be assigned to the resolution iprameter
In a very few cases it was possible in developing the tables
of predictive values referred to earlier to make such a
comparison (very tentatively, of course). Where comparisons
are confounded (e. g. two operational situations conWin the
following parrametrie combinations: (1) modular orgunization,
adequate visibility low required accuracy; (2) modular
orgamization. restrictedl visibility, high required accuracy) it
will he ne~essarv tc. estimate the relative contribution of thr
visibility mncl accuracy paramcters to the difference in
p)erfoirmance found in the two situations. If there are n',
clues in the operational situition, an answer might be t., divide
the 1W.rfortu::mcv valrianc('e in U lIf and assign each hIt If .o each

plar;a meter. This. is a calculatcd risk which will pmrvide at the
le:tst a ti mlp'r-xim:t'on of the co'rrect values. Sampling
:mdili•,r-:ml -perational situatioi-ns shki hlI progressively t)rovide
17, ' va*lid da.ta .



With regard to the operations of giLth'ring the desired data, there
appear to be two ways of proceeding: have th3 op)era.tors Ihemselves
report; or send out special teams (probably of engineering psychologistFi
to observe. There are reasons (too lengthy to go into this paper) why
the latter alternative is preferable. If the latter method is used,
the observer must learn the details of equipment operation before he
can observe; but this is an acceptable penalcy.

:n summary, what is required is a consistent, long term effort
to secure predictive data. It is doubtful whetner the experimental
milieu will provided the necessary data; so attention must G9 paid to
gathering these data operationally. Is this possible? Will the human
factors establishment support it? It will be interesting to see what
happens in the future.

I-'- i.1



7. MAN MACHINE SIMULATION - THE PIMO APPLICATION

Glenn Spencer
Serendipity Associates

Serendipity Associates is currently under contract to the Air Force
to develop a new approach to the presentation of the techn~ical data used by
maintenance technicians, otherwise known as T. 0 s. This project,
termed PIMC (Presentation of Information for Maintenance and Or':-ation),
has been under way' for almost two years and is currently in the test and
evaluiation phase. As depicted in Figure 7-1, the project has resulted in
the development of an audio-visual approach to on-aircraft and in-shop
maintenance information presentation. The test and evaluation phase is
devoted to establishing the actual effectiveness of this systfem in the opera-
tional envi 'ronment. In addition, the differential effectiveness of audio-
visual and booklet presentation is neing evaluated. The purpose of this
paper is to discuss the approach and means used in the, effectiveness
evaluation effort. Specific attention will be paid to the digital simulation
model which was employed and the types of maintenance variables of
concern to the study.

System effectiveness analysis has played a major role throughout
the execution of project PIMO. The primary objective of the effectiveness
effort is to establish the advisability of investing in a system which wvould
improve the manner in which technical data are presented to maintenance
technicians. Also, effectiveness data are used to aid in the decision a3
to 'which of a set of alternative systems should be adopted, given the cost
and expected benefits of each.

The object systemn for the current test phase is the C-141A jet cargo
aircraft operated by the Military Airlift Command. The C-141A is
rapidly becoming the backbone of MAC's airlift fleet and has contributed
grreatly to the excellent logistics support of U. S. forces in South Vfctnani.
Thc svsteni is not without its problems, however, as indicated by the
increasing rate of miss ion delays due to maintenance (fromi 4"1~. in January
190), increasing to 13; in JanuiirN, 1967).

Some time could be spent dIescrib~ing the history of project PIMO
and( the maintenance pro!)lens of' the C- 14 IA and this would aid in the
u~nderstanding of the role of the simulation model; however, time con-
ý-traints repI ire that these preliminaries be skipped in order to enter
minie":iatch- into the (tiscus~tion of the specific means used in the effec-

tliveness .'nal~sis.

.It waIs recognized earl , in the project that in order to miake the
hlK'lel'its of[ inio'm-I'latot !)resentIt ion imlprovements mecaningful. they had4
ttl he e'xpressed in term .s (if the oh)'iect s ' stent. namiely the C - I I IA, The
('t'n''e;ltulZ has as for this decision is thatt the value tif the reqo: rements
mia intenanice sv sten is (deri vedl fr~om oblject svsten requi rvnentý; and.
thus~. ch~an.s in performance at the support level must be evalua 'et in

-i f~it 'l obiect '-xwtm eaformance and 'or cost Since the objectlive
(01 prilwt-' P lNt I Iis to I10 1proxe tech data pir'sent ation. the immediate

in'1;w \\ill hv I) 'll Ilhe perfet'in ance of maintenance technicians The re -Ire ~~Ime inenS h:',L II toie tlfv i sed \which "outah rel ate changes in
I II IIIt1(11 lCib !~ K' OfrI I' c to Il) chIChange s in I-I Il A e Ifec I a veriss ..'k s \ ill

lit. (hhU-~l tttr. the lieafls emtloe'l %%~as the A.NIS (Aircr~aft Main-

It'll~in..c :110 I I Itecti ' lvcites .1 till oh ;tton) to rle T belite !i 'nu'rsta od hitu

.X \!A M.s :1 k~ll relaites lii aIntt'tiaiicz' I 14.rtormn nc :al to 1's~ $t('t f)CrfIl'IitlceI
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it will be necessary to devote some time to a description of the types of

maintenance performance measures used

Maintenance Performance Measures

During the past five years Serendipity Associates has developed
and refined a method of expressing maintenance function performance
in terms which are (1) measurable, using existing data, and (2) relatable
to higher system objectives. -- 9 approach is based on the concept that
the outcome of maintenance fu,_ Jons can be expressed in specific
"state" terms and that t ie performance of the maintenance function i.-
characterized by the resources and time required to achieve the output
state and the likelihood that tdie output state is correct.

The overall objective of the maintenance support system is to
change the state of a system from one of "malfunctioned" to one of
"functioning properly". Individual maintenance functions can be separated
into two classes; informational change of state functions such as trouble-
shooting, pre-flight, and operational checks and physical change of state
functions such as remove/replace and calibration.

The objective of an informational change of state function is to
determine whether or not a system, subsystem or component is go or
no-go and, if no-go, which item is causing the no-go state. From the
standpoint of functional reliability it is possible tc make the following
types of errors in an informational change of state function.

TYPE I - Erroneously designating the state of a system as bad
(good called bad).

TYPE II - Erroneously designating the state of a system as good
(bad called good).

TYPE III - Erinmeously identifying the source c" a malfunction.
(Wrong part isolated).

Errors of the above type can and do happen in the performance of
a maintenance function. In certain cases errors are made, discovered
and corrected during the function and tho only effect on the output state
is one of performance delay. For this reason another type of error is
defined as follows:

Type t error - Delayving the execution )f a function beyond some
inherent performance time.

In ph*'s'cai charg.e of state functions it is possible to damage parts
in instal lition or removal or during calibration or adjustment. For
these functions the following error tYpe is defined.

TYPE d error - Damaging or otherwise incapacitating a system
during the process o* repair.

It is ipmpi'tant to) note that the above are measures of functional
rtl iah~litv and (it) nt necessaridy impl % hunman error. A bad8 systemn
ctnld bte passed dulring pre-flight m•erelv lecause the procedures do
n,,t (.a-II lor a check Ma nv things can affect functintal relibii itv including
tcst cquipment. training. technical data and procedures, to name iust a fewA
It ,s the case that tht.se types tit errors are oftentimes viewed as human

fot,. t r the purpose oif the PINM() sittlv,. strict adherence '% as

i:ide' i(, thc u-se of the t'enr functio:n l reliabilitv

I-.,



Based on the above definitions of functional reliobility an approach
was devised to indirectly 'rvmasure the probability of occurrence of each
tvpe of error. When dlealing with the C-141A a system functional flow-
logic diagram is used to depict the basic operational and maintenance
functions. (Figure 7-2). The output states of each function are identificed
as are the flow of aircraft, parts, and information.

As shown on Figure 7-2 each function is identified with the ..ypes
of error which can occur within it. By gathering data on the performance
time anid output state of each function it is possible to estimate, indi-
rectly, the above mentioned event probabilities (The term indirect is
used to differentiate the evaluation from those which depend on direct
observation. ) Actually the best way to describe this approach is to give
an example.

Suppose that aircraft COOl has, accord~ing to the navigator,
experienced a malfunction in the search radar system and that
the symptom was "faulty video". Following the maintenance
actions on this aircraft, the miahilenance personnel reported
"checked o. k. , no maiatenance re'luired", and the aircraft was

allowed to depart on its next mission (new crew). At the next
stop the navi~a.1oL station again reportedl trouble with the search
radar, again "faulty video". This time, however, the ground
crew isolated the problem to the receiver which was replaced.
The removed item wvas bench checked arnd repaired and returned
to ILase supplyý No problems w~ere reported against the search
radar for sixý subsequent mission legs and 50 flying hours.

The above sequence of events leads to the dedctueion that a type
11 error (accepting a Ibad system)) was committed in the troubleshooting
function following the original complaint by the airerew. The factors
to he considered are:

I1. The repeat of the complaint against the radar on the next
flight leg wvith the same syniptori description.

2. The requirement for repair of the receiver which was
remc-ved.

T.'he absence of repeated squawks against the radar set.

Information oin de,*.tiled maintenance at Lions such as that shown
above can he used to indirectly compute the other functional error
ev ent probahil tics . Time (toes not allow a complete description of
thle technititiv. however, it should he pointed Out that the approach
depends un the acqluisition awld correlation of a varietv' of mnaintenance
atnd sYsteni opeCrational data as well its tile considered opinion of
1,11(1\ le(Igeable eiaginecring vi-trovnrel, It has ve-en found~. however.
that,.s-~ data~ -ire mmab iale 4- .1ni spends f-tough ti me resea rching :he

~ .ur~e . ne lirinl1At date source-,; used in tht: C -1.1IA ma intenance
jr.l i:hi iitv uffort were"

AFM .4- ; Al-1*0 Fornis 210) 211

Vlrbln 99-2 S1' miuI ist I ~spa tch R~ecords

MlAC l-¼r "-I' M liss ion Vollo\ mns- hr 'iris (MAC Specific)

\l\(' Ba.;e - Sperm ltic A\ rt'r:t Statu?; Shects (MlA(* Speci fic)
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Form 781 - Aircraft Log.

The data obtained from these forms allowed analysts to follow
the history of individual aircraft maintenance actions including the shop
actions taken subsequent to component removal from a specific aircraft.

Since these reporting systems also contain overlapping information
it is oftentimes possible to correct erroneous entries and to fill in voids
by properly cross-checking reports. Tlis procedure adds significantly
to the reliability of the data base.

The analysis procedure is basically one of flagging "inailtenance
repeats" on the same system or a functionally related system for sub-
sequent analysis by personnel familiar with the system design cr
functional characteristics. Candidate errors are analyzed in light of
overall system failure rate and an ana'ysis of shop actions on removed
components, if any occurred.

A summary of the maintenance function reliability analysis is
shown in Figure 7-3. The er:'nr rates shown on this chart were obtained
from a detailed analysis of all maintenance records of approximately
eight C-141A aircraft over a period of six months. Statistical tests
indicate that the sample size used was adequate.

Two independent studies of C-141A reliability, one performed
the Aviation Week and Space Technology magazine, and another by

l Operational Evaluation Group for the C-141A at Travis AFB California,
have tended to substantiate our findings. In the Aviation Week article
(AW Fb 13, 1967, pg. 30) data were presented which showed significant
differences in the reliability of similar items when used on the C-141A
and wnen used by the airlines. Although not substantiated, it was the
opinion of the author that the major contributor to this difference was
the skill level of attending personnel.

Of greater immediate significance was the finding by the Opera-
tional Evaluation Group (OEG) that an average of 30% of all C-141A
components received by the avionics shops for repair are checked o. k.
This figure is consistent with the probability of a type III error (erron-
eous fault :solation) computed by Serendipity. The effects of erroneous
component removal are considerate in light of the pipeline time involved
in spare parts logistics.

Refinements are currently being made to the error analysis pro-
cedures to reduce the level of judgment required, however, this element
cannot be eliminated entirely. Serendipity Associates is convinced,
however, that the overall approach is sound and provides the measures
necessary to link maintenance effectiveness and system effectiveness.

PLIAO Field Tests

The data analysis effort was aimed at dentify 'ng a tILsC lirn from
which the effects of the PI(IO system would be measured. In addition
to the identification of functional reliability, data were obtained on
function performance time. function resource requiLements and per-
sonnel assignment policies.

The effect of alternative approachcs to PIM(C, on maintenance
Sr'ornlance was measured through the means of a field test wheretn

iLrinrmance time and reliabilit% were determined by comparing per-
sonnel performance with the current T 0. approach to information
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presentation, a reformatted booklet approach and an audio-visual approach.
The results of these tests pointed strongly to the audio-visual approach;
however, the differential performance measurements were insufficient in
and of themselves to justify a major L.odification of the T. 0. systems.
Therefore, the AMES model was employed to express these performance
improvements in system terms.

The AMES Model

The AMES model is a digital simulation model programmed in
FORTRAN IV for the IBM 7094. The model is basically a representation
of the system diagram shown in Figure 7-2. Each of the functions of
this diagram are represented by subroutines which determine if the
function can be initiated using available resources, determines the
time required to perform the function and simulates the effect of errors.
Supervisory routines control the movement of aircraft, parts and resources
such as personnel and manage systern inputs such as mission demands.
The basic structure of the model is logically consistent with the functional
approach used in the maintenance reliability analysis.

A complete squadron of 20 aircraft can be handled simultaneously
including up to 20 maintenance actions per aircraft. Removed components
are traced through shop or depot repair and into base supply. Bad com-
ponents resulting from erroneous maintenance enter Base Supply and
affect the probability of removing a bad item for installation on an aircraft.

Maintenance function errors are simulated by maintaining two
states for aircraft and ccinponents; the actual state and the apparent
state. Inherent failures can occur only in the Mission function or as the
result of a damage error (I'd" error) in the Repair function. A failure or
danage error establishes that the actual state of a system and component
is bad. It is the duty of air crew and/or ground crew personnel to identify
the apparent state of the sy:Atem. If this is done error-free the actual state
and the apparent state will be identical.

For example, assume that a failure occurs in the Radio Navigation
system during flight and is correctly reported by the aircrew. Upon
entry to the Troubleshoot function the actual a~id apparent state of the
system are "bad", and a random number is drawn and compared to the
probability of a Type II error occurring. If such an error occurs, the
apparent state of the system is set to "good" and the system is allowed to
remain actually bad, apparently good. If the Preflight function does not
adequately check the Radio Navigation system it is likely that the failure
will remain in the aircraft through the next flight, possibly causing abort
depending on the probability factor entered for this system.

By following aircraft and aircraft components in this way it is
p)ossible to relate changes in maintenance function performance time and
reliability to system performance effectiveness. An error in trouble-
shooting mav' cause a mission abort and will ultimately require a iollow-up
maintenance action and thus additional aircraft ground time.

Maintenance function variables have an indirect effect on the
object system in that they interact with factors such as resource
a1vail-lbility and personnel utilization. As function time is reduced fewer
delays are incurred due to the IlICK of personnei and equipment since
these resources are idle more frequently. In addition. improvements in
hunctwn reliability reduces the demand for spare components which are
erro1ncOOsl. removed (tvpe 113 errors). thereby reducing del-lys for iack of
these parts. B% wecounting fog" spa3re components. individual items of AGE



and the availability of personnel, the AMES model simulates chese inter-
actions so that the true effect of maintenance performance improvements
is measured.

The personnel required to perform a given function on a given system
are specified by model input data. Up to twenty different types and/or
skill levels can be identified. Delays for a specific type of personnel, gay
skill level 5 radar technician, can occur even though less experienced
personnel (level 3) of the same type are available, as long as the assign-
ment policy calls for level 5 only.

The AMES model is designed to allow the analyst to study alternative
personnel assignment schemes by providing a "secondary" personnel set
which is to be used in the event that the "primary" or preferred set is
unavailable or by changing the original data set from run to run to reflect
different policies. Thus, the effect of improved information presentation
may be reflected i. terms of increased utilization of lower experience
level personnel and, in turn, increased system effectiveness by increasing
personnel availability.

The primary C-141A system effectiveness measure of concern is
flying hours per aircraft month, or aircraft utilization. System avail-
ability is usually used as the measure of mr intenance system effectiveness,
however, aircraft utilization, while more d~fficult to compute, provides a
direct entry into cost effectiveness analysi,; since the Military Airlift
Command (MAC) costing system is based on ton miles of airlift capability.
Changes in aircraft flying time can be converted directly into ton miles and
then into value-added. The underlying assumption is that mission demands
exceed aircraft availability and this has been verified through MAC head-
quarters.

In addition to aircraft utilization the model provides other measures
of C-141A effectiveness such qs departure delay time and mission can-
cellations rate to assure that E ircraft utilization is not gained at the
sacrifice of other important c(,nsiderations. These measures are not,
however, readily expressible in cost terms.

4imulation model runs are mad , using existing system data to
provide a baseline effectiveness leveL. Basic maintenance function input
data (time, reliability and personnei skill level requirements) are then
changed to reflect improved performance and the simulation is re-run.
This procedure is followed until a parametric relationship is established
between the maintenan;,ý '",riables and system effectiveness.

Figure 7-4 represents the results of the parametric analysis for the
C-l-lA using the AMES model. This graph shows the relationship between
time in function (TIF), error rates, personnel assignment policies and
percent increase in flying hours. The personnel assignment policies were
as follows:

POLICY I - Personnel assigned in accordance with present
policies i.e., lower experience levels not
allowed to operate independently.

PO LICY 2' - Lower e:ýperience levels allowed to perform
repair and test funcLions if middle skill levels
unavailable - no troubleshooting.

IP()I.ICY .1 - Lower skill levels used interchangeably with
middle Ievel skill levels.

7 - 9 :I
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The justificaRion for these policies is based on earlier field tests,
which showed that three-level Air Force technicians using audio-visual
intormation presentation performed as effectively as 5 level tecl,,icians
using the current T. 0. mode. The reduction in time and error rates is
also based on field tests results which indicated that a 45% reduction in
error rate and a ,201, reduction in time could be realized through the use of
reformatted technical data presented through the audio-visual mode. As
can be seen from this graph, the expected payoff represents an increase
of approximately 14% in total aircraft flying hours. A t the present
utilization rate this means a gain per aircraft month of more than 20 flying
hours.

The AMES model was also used to determine the impact of improved
performance on the cost of maintenance. One of the measures used in this
analysis was maintenance manhours per flight hour. As shown in Figure
7-5, the potentia! reduction in this variable is approximately 30% using
personnel policy 3 and assuming a 50% reduction in errors and a 20%
reduction in performance time. Other measures such as spares consump-
tion are used to obtair a total cost saving figure.

In summary, the AMES model has been used as a tool in project PIMO
to express changes in maintenance effectiveness resulting from an improved
technical data system to changes in effectiveness and cost/effectiveness of
the object system, namely the C-141A. The model was constructed to
incorporate measures of functional reliability and alternative personnel
utilization in a manner consistent with a data collection and field evaluation
scheme. The model was used to establish payoffs in terms of increased
aircraft utilization and cost savings which could be compared to the cost of
information F-Ystem improvements.

In terms of the PIMO application the model served well as a man/
machine synthesis device, however, this application represents only a
subset of the problem areas in which the model could be used effectively.
Serendipity is currently pursuing additional areas of application with the
Military Airlift Command.

I
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8. MAN-MACHINE SYSTEM EVALUATION-
THE NORMATIVE OPERATIONS REPORTING METHOD

M. Stephen Sheldon and Henry J. Zagorski
Systcm Development Corporation

The rapid development of military man-machine systems in the last
decade has presented new problems for people concerned with system
measurement and evaluation. Concepts like mean time between failure
(MTBI') or circular error probability (CEP) and the classical psychometric
approaches are not sufficient to permit adequate assessment of the complex
behavior of a system. It is becoming increasingly evident that man-machine
system evaluation calls for techniques that are radically different from those
which persevere by tradition. We propose that this work area be called
systemetrics. As an example of the kind of work that can be done, we are
going to describe the Normative Operations Reporting Method (NORM),
which is currently being applied in SAGE field evaluation.

The SAGE system repiesents the first large scale computerized man-
machine system in operational ,:se. Our efforts nave been intimately
associated with the development of SAGE and with various attempts to devise
efficient and meaningful methods for the measurement --. u evaluation of this
system. After several years of preparatory work, we have finally succeeded
in putting together an evaluation method that works rather well when used in
the practical military situation. This paper will describe the method and
the context in which it is being applied.

The paper will be organized into four sections. k irst, the SAGE
environment will be described in sufficient detail to allow the reader to
gain some appreciation of the measurement and evaluation problems. Then,
the SAGE crew performance criterion development procedures will be
discussed. The third section will outline in detail the development of the
normative evaluation methodology, and in the last section we will try to
show the applicability of this methodology in other systems. Before going
on, we would like to emphasize that there hav,- ben no exotic breakthroughs
created during the development of the methodology. The creativity of the
method lies in the unique comnbinatiorn and application of assessment
techniques that are well known.

An Overview of the SAGE System

The Semi-Automatic Ground Environment, or SAGE, is a computer-
based air defense network. It is composed of fourteen direction centers
scattered throughout the continental Unitcd States. Each of these centers
receives rawv data pertaining to '.he air situation in its area of responsibility.

These dat'a consist of:

\. !)gitalized radar informtivtion concerning the t4)-to-the-minute
position of aircraft. [his information is transmitted over communi-
cation lines to each center froni numterous data-linked radar
Stitions.

i1. Frir \:Y urning relx)rts of aircraft tracks transmitted automtatically
Irom other direction ce.nters as %ell as via teletype from airlorne
or grviund varly warning stations.

('. .MilhtaIrv aindl 'ommer�te" tal nlight plans filed with the F1d(cr:d Aviation
•iwn'' and to,':iardedl . ia tlccvv to the center.



D. A variety of intelligence rel.,)rts, weather reports, airbase and
weapons status reports and other messages forwarded by automatic
data-link, teletype or telephone.

At the direction center, these data are all fed into a high-speed digital
ccmputer that processes, integrates and displays relevant operational
information selectively to various members of a specially trained Air Force
crew. The moment-to-moment air traffic situation is displayed via
specialized consoles tbit are linked to the computer. A wide variety of
displays are available at these consoles. The operators interact with the
computer by means of console switches and light guns in order to direct
the computer to perform certain special routines, such as calculating
desirable intercept tactics against a designated aerial object.

Each direction center is responsible for an air defense area called
a division. The divisions are numerically numbered and are grouped into
regions whose headquarters are called a combat center. Here, a. other
digital computer receives information that is either forward told from
divisional dirction centers or laterally told from adjacent combat centers.
The combat centers process messages concerning the overall air situation
throughout their constituent divisions and in turn forward appropriate
information to the NORAD command control center.

One segment of the operational personnel manning the SAGE direction
center is called the air Purveillance section. Here, the operators must
decide which radar data represent acf- tal aircraft and which are due to
noise. When they decide that an aircraft is present, they introduce appro-
priate symbology into the display system by means of console switches and
light guns. This function is called "detection." The air surveillance
personnel are also responsible for a function called "tracking", which
concerns the proximity and appropriateness of the symbology in the display
system in reference to the direction and speed at which the aircraft (radar
returns) are moving in the air space. Although the computer performs most
of the tracking work, the surveillance displays must :ieverthnless be
monitored continuously for potential dir-repancies. When unusual events
such as poor radar data acquisition aLompanied by substantial noise occur,
the manual intervention required by the personnel in the air surveillance
section can be considerable.

Once it has been decided that the digitalized radar data represent an
accual aircraft and that the display symbology has been introduced appropri-
ately, this symbology is assessed by personnel whose responsibility It is
to determine the identity of the aircraft. Although there are many con-
siderations and ramificatione in the aircraft "ide.•Lification" function, we
will oversimplify by stating that these personnel essentially decide whether
each aircraft in the display system is Friendly or Hostile. Actually, the
Ilostile classification is not used in peacetime operations. Instead, the
identification personnel use the designation "Faker" to classify a make-
believe Invader trying to penetrate an air defense area.

When an aircraft has been identified as a Faker, special displays are
directed to perscnnel in the weapons section of the direction center. These
personnel have two primary functions, first an interceptor must be
committed against the Faker. This function is called "commitment".
Second. the interceptbr m,'st be guided appropriately into a position that
uill permit the interceptor pilot to take appropritle closing action against
the Faker. Thi, function isý called "guidance". There are a variety of
Vomputer routines availalle to the weapons personnel to assist them in
1wrforming their functions. For example, one routine provides a display
tlhat indicates which interceptor tactic h.s the best chance of success.



During the guidance process, the computer automatically transmits to the
interceptor pilot the succes+sive headings, speeds and altitudes which will
give him the maximum probability of making a successful intercept.
Needless to say, there are many situations where the personnel responsible
for commitment and guidance must intercede in the process in order to
achieve successful completion of the weapons functions.

The foregoing description has been a brief and over-simplified
account of how the SAGE system operates. The details of the many
possible interactions between humans and machines are extremely complex.
The computer program alone at each direction center runs into the hundreds
of thousands of instructions. This program is in a constant state of main-
tenance and improvement aw the technology of air defense changes.

Criterion Development

Of primary importance in any evaluation methodology is the develop-
ment of suitable criterion measures. The quality of the criteria will
determine more than any single element the meaningfulness of an evaluation.
As difficult as it is to achieve valid criteria in a simple situation, it is even
more difficult ir 3ystemetrics. In dealing with a man-machine system one
must ask, "What is the system trying to accomplish?", and, "What avail-
able data will adequately reflect system performance?". In air defense,
the basic objective of the system is to detect and neutralize invader air-
craft before they penetrate designated areas of concern. From the foregoing
description of SAGE, we saw that there are five basic functions that are
performed in the system: Detection, Tracking, Identification, Commitment,
and Guidance. Appropriate decisions and actions associated with these
functions must be made by the personnel operating the system. However,
the accomplishment of basic functions represents merely one way to look
at system performance. For example, an invader aircraft can be detected,
tracked, identified, committed against, and an interceptor appropriately
guided to the invader AFTER this invader has already penetrated a critical
zone. Thus, it is evident that the faster and more accurately the system
responds in general, the more effective it is in accomplishing its basic
mission.

A precise stipulation of the SAGE system mission which would suggest
meaningful performance measures is not to be found. The only generally
agreed upci 3tateinent of objectives that we were able to formulate can be
stated as follows. The system should neutralize as man- invaders as
possible as quickly as possible 'rnd as far out as possible. We translated
this overall objective into three quantifiable criterion measures. All
measures are calculated at the direction center level.

1. Percentage Fakers Killed

This measure simply divides the number of Faker aircraft which
-irc neutralized hy the trc<2 number of such aircraft in a mrsalon.

2. Faker Life

This measure counts the ti-me that the average taker is in the
d(vision's air space, i.e., from the first time radar is available
for it until it is either neutrlized or exits from the division's area
of respomsibility.

"lhpth of icnt-tr-ttion

This nie:tsurr averages the depths of penetration of the Fakers into
,in air ('ense area.



The above three measures were developed to reflect the basic objectives
of the system. However, these measures had to be supplemented by other
measures concerning explicit functions performed by the system. Many
different measures were examined for possible use at the functional level
of performance. Of these, four were able to withstand the testing phase.
These are:

1. Detection Latency

A measure which averages the amount of time between the initial
appearance of the Faker and the time the system is made aware of
its presence by the initiation of appropr'ate display symbology.

2. Unassociated Time

A measure of tracking which averages the time during which the display
symbology and the position and direction of the Faker are not in
sufficient congruence.

3. Interception Time

A measure of the time it takes to complete the entire guidance function.

4. Tactical Action Latency

A meacure of the rapidity of commitment function. It represents the
average time between detection and the time an interceptor was
paired to the Faker.

These measures, along with many others are being collected from
simulated air defense missions performed at all SAGE direction centers.
The data are obtaired from operational recording tapes that contain a
history of all relevant activities taking place during a mission. Some card
inputs are also used to reduce the data for each mission. A special
computer program at each direction center is used to report crew per-
formance and to compile data for ongoing statistical analysis.

In order to develop more comprehensive criteria of effectiveness,
the ptrformance measures are being factor-analyzed by the principal
components method. To date, the first two factors appear to explain
about 76 percent of all the observed variation in performance. The first
factor is defined rather well by three measures: Tactical Action Latency,
Interception Time, and Depth of Penetration. It seems logical to call this
factor Weapons Performance. The second factor is defined by five
different measvres of air surveillance and is currently call,'d Air Surveil-
lance Performance. These factor scores have been shown to be more
reliale than any of the Individual measures. They also have intrinsic
face validity in that they correspond with the physical organization of the
Direction Center.

The criterion research In SAGE has resulted in relevont, quantifiable
mn:isures of system and functional performanc,!. The creation of these
measures has led to a meaningful procedure for evaluating man-machine
performance at the direction certer level. 'ihis procedure is now bul!t
into :un operational computer program that is used in the 9leld to assess
crew eifectiveness intmed:atel- after a mission is completed. The
progranm is u"-:ated periodically with th;" aid of appropriate statistical
analys is
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Evaluation Methodology

It was evident to many observers of the SAGE system that all missions
are not of equal difficulty. Different kinds of environments, wcapons con-
figurtions and invader forces make for missions of decidedly diffezent
difficulty. In spite of this, most military evaluation was accomplished by
judgment of whether or not certain rigid standards of accomplishment were
met. The NORM methodology features a set of flexible standards that are
adjusted according to the relative difficulty of the mission.

Once the criterion measures have been defined, the next, task in
developing the systemetric model is to try to account for that portion of
variance in performance that is attributable to the difficulty of the mission.
In doing th:s, it is necessary to determine which characteristics of the
mission are most likely to contribute to mission difficulty. In SAGE, the
total number of such variables is quite large, however, those which account
ior significant variance and can be scaled comprise a manageable subset.
Over sixty different criterion and predictor variables were investigated by
a variety of statistical techniques. Before this could be done, each variable
required a very explicit definition that could be translated into a computer
program for automatically extracting and formatting the data from the
mission recording tapes.

The mission difficulty variables found to be pertinent in SAGE can be
grouped into three major classes: 1) radar variables, 2) invader variables,
3) operational environment variables. Explicit eximples of these variables
are listed below:

1. Frequency of radar returns.

2. Amount of electronic noise.

3. Evasive tactics.

4. Altitude and speed.

5. Nature of air space.

C. Targets being defended.

7. Overall invader load.

8. Relative distances between invaders and interceptor bases. I1
9. Type of weapons available.

10. Nature of early warning.

Data from these ard many other variab.es %%cre collected, compiled
into a computerized data base and analyzed by appropriate statistical
procedures. rhe technical problenis involved in formulating, specifying
programming, compiling, and analyzing large amounts of field data are not
inconsequential. For this reason, the ociginal analysis was performed
using individual F1tker invaders -s dat. reference points even though averages
for missions were much more desirable'. When sufficient data became avail-

hble, mission means for each of the variables being analyze heeame the
reference points. As anticipated, this change decidedly reduced measure-
ment error variance and increased the precision of evaluation. At present,
the data hase already contains information for !25 air defense missions
representing, all the SAGE direction centers in the system. All formal



statistical analysis is done via FORTRAN routines using the 7094 computer.
In addition, computer time-sharing statistical procedures are being
investigated for feasibility of application to this project.

The overall purpose of the systemetric model is to develop a
methodology Ihat permits an evaluation of man-machine performance based
upon a series of flexible standards reflecting the difficulty of the mission.
This approach is in direct contradistinction to the absoiute standards
approach. In order to develop such a set of standards, it is necessary
to he able to estimate with reasonable accuracy how well an average crew
will do on any measure when performing a mission of known difficulty. In
other words, it is necessary to be able to predict the performance of a crew
on the basis of how hard the mission is. If an "expected score" on each
criterion measure can be developed for an average crew based on relevant
mission difficulty variables, this score can be compared to an "observed
score" and the residual, or difference, can be used as a basis for evaluation.
This is the kind of evaluation being accomplished for SAGE by the Normative
Operations Reporting method.

Initial statistical procedures in NORM focus on the basic correlations
between each criterion measure -' _1 ch potential mission difficulty
variable and on the relative indept:idence of the variables being considered
as predictors. This is followed by a series of multiple regression runs for
each measure using selected sets of mission difficulty variables as
independent variables. The final selection and weighting of these variables
is made on the basis of exhaustive analysis; including such considerations
as quality of distribution function, statistical validity, independence, face
validity, reliability and accessibility of data, and the reasonability of
assuming that a variable does indeed account for performance variation.
Overall, about 50 percent of the var iance of criterion performance is
being accounted for by the presently available mission difficulty variables.
Table 8-1 gives the multiple R, standard error and percent variationl
accounted for in each criterion measure now being used.

TABLE 8-1
STATISTICAL SUMMARY (Based on 93 Missions)

Multiple Percent
Correlat,..n Variation Standard

Measure Coefficient Accounted For Error

Percentage Fakers Killed (') 0.58 34• 10.38

Faker Target Life (nin.) 0.81 , (I" 5.93

Weapons Performance (factor 0.81 661'*', 6.13
score)

Tactical Action Latency (rmin.) 0.75 5(;"(' 1. 24

Interception Time (main.) 0.77 60" 4. J2

l)epth of Penetration (n. in.) 0.89 ".40", 33.39

Air Surveillance Performance 0. 67 45', 7. 68
(fact.ir score)

Dctection Latenev (min.) 0.593' 2.05

S"avssoc iated "' ime (min. ) 0. W) -40'; 2. 38
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The procedures used to select predictors and accomplish multipie
regression analysis would probably offend the statistical purist. For
example, variables, with very low or even reverse sign validities are
sometimes included ini the predict!on equaticns because their beta weights
are in the appropriate direction and they possess a strong intuitive relation-
ship to performance. This procedure was used to select electronic noise
as a predictor in evaluating the detection and tracking functions. It was
intuitively obvious to the research staff that the more noise is present in a
display the more difficult it is to detect and track the actual aircraft. In
spite of this observation, the basic correlations between the noise variable
and the detection and tracking measures were generally low and in the wrong
direction. Since the beta weights turned out properly, it was inferred that
the basic correlations were affected adversely by the confounding of dif-
ficulty variables in field operations. Another consideration in thf inclusion
of the noise variable in the prediction equations was to hedge or guard the
evaluation model against situations where considerable noise is being
introduced to train and test crews. A number of other variables of this
type are included in the prediction model to protect it against extreme con-
ditions. In addition, there are numerous other devices used to prevent
these equations from assuming unreasonable values. Legal limits are
defined and set for each predictor and prediction. The technique called
Winsorization is used generally throughout the model to control the pre-
diction of expected performance.

The systemetrics approach requires the researchers to be intimately
familiar with the system, to know the meaning and importance of variables
as well as their statistical characteristics and to have a knack for selecting
and using variables in ingenious ways to meet the objectives of system
evaluation.

Validation of Normative Evaluation Methodology

Having achieved imtial success in predicting and evaluating per-
formance, an experimental comnputer program is now being u•sed in all
SAGE direction centers tP further validate the methodology. This program
is rur- at the conclusion of each air defense in ssion. It reads the mission
recording tapes and outputs an expected score and an observed score for
each criterion measure. Then, it determines the difference between these
scores, divides the differences by appropriate error terms, converts the
resulting ratios into performance stanines, altd produces an appropriate
evaluation of performance for each criterion measure as well as total
performance. One page of output contains the name of each measure, the
observed and expected scores and the stanine presented numerically,
graphically by a bar diagram and verbally by phrases ranging from "very
good" for a 9 to "very poor" for a 1. A facsimile of this computer-generated
performance report appears in Table 8-2.

A second output page lists all performance measures and mission
difficulty variables being used or under consideration along with their
mission mean values. The program user, who is nurmaly the training
officer, is required to make a subjective input to the program concerning
the reputed skill of the crew. This rating is printed tin the second output
page along with other Identifying Information. The crew skill rat!ng is
trichotomized into 1) Highly Skilled, 2) Average and 3) Trainee. The
missions manned by average crews are used as additional data points to
develop the equa :ions. The missions manned by highly skilled crews and
trainee crews are used to further validate the evaluation model.

Although subjective corroboration of field evaduations by on-site
observers is being used to some d&gree to further validate the evaluation
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methodology, the primary test being used at the present time is the extent
to which the methodology discriminates between expert crews and trainee
crews. So far, on the basis of limited results, the method appears to
discriminate such crews rather well. The average stanine difference
between these types of crews is 2. 5 of which about 2/3 is contributed to by
sheer differences in raw criterion scores and 1/3 by differences in mission
difficulty. It is anticipated that with additional data and more accurate
methods for ascertaining the overall skill rating of a crew, these results
should become even more conclusive. At this time, the incremental
accuracy and efficiency of evaluation afforded by the Normative Opera-
tions Reporting Method appears to be significant.

Applications of Normative Evaluation Methodology

This paper has been concerned with an approach to the measurement
and evaluation of systems called systemetrics. More specifically a system
evaluation method developed out of this approach, called the Normative
Operations Reporting Method (NORM), has been described as it is being
applied to the SAGE system of air defense. Because the method has been
demonstrated to have adequate validity and to be acceptable to military
users, it is believed to have a potentiality for application in other opera-
tional situations.

An example of a potential hardware application is in the radar systems
area. Here, the standard criteria for evaluation have been range and
azimuth accuracy. Seldom does the evaluation consider the electronic
environment in which the radar system is being or will be used. Further-
more, the evaluation does not take into account variables describing human
factors, weather, logistics, altitude, antenna position, and a host of other
conditions which can potentially affect how well the system will perform.
The criterion development procedures and normative evaluation method-
ology described here appear to have ready transferability to the evaluation
of radar and other hardware systems.

Another area which badly needs systemetric development concerns
the various educational systems. Teachers, schools, and school districts
have characteristically avoided comparative evaluation, claiming that
each school situation is unique and consequentially incomparable with any
other. An appropriately conceived normative evaluation model should be
able to overcome these objections and make comparative assessment
possible. There is no doubt that suitable criterion measures can be
developed for educational evaluation.

These criterion measures should then be normatively calibrated to
take irto account such things as pupil/teacher ratio, operating cost per
pupil, teacher salaries, and numerous other potentially relevant variables.

Other military systems, communication systems, and industrial
systems appear to be ready markets for the systemetric approach. With
the high speed computer as the support Ing tool, the number of variabler
that can be considered in statistical analysis is no longer a real constraint
to the energetic scientist. The measurer.uent and evaluation of systems by
means of systemetrics can and should become an. !mportant part of the
work of the human factors scientist.
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